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CHAPTER I

*INTRODUCTION

The UnitedStates Employment Service first began in 1933, with the passage.,

of the Wagner-Peyser Act. The primary.rosle of the Employment,Servibe was

job plaqement--matching individuals to available positions thereliy serving

both the unemployed and emp yers. OVer the years, other legislation has

mandated other responsibil' .and duties for the Employment Service: The

Empldyment Service was res..nsigle for much of the, training oftthe occupa-.1.

tionallrunfit for aperiod of time, and wag responsible for delivering man-

-1
power)services to the disadvantaged-(the pdor, minorit) group members,

handicapped; the young, the old, etc.)Jor another period.. In addition to

number of other functions, the emphasis has again Shiftedbacii' to Placement==

with-increasing emphasis on quality. .

Since the Employment Service is .politically-based and epends upon the per-

ceiyed needs of society or its gbals and he Ctions of.that

agency will continue to change.from time,to_time, with different qmphases
t

according to the current social conscience and th cur/ent politica1 e)dgen-

cies. The difficultyWith any legislated p4lic. agency waspointedlout by

Johnspn (1973): -tao

,Between the conceptualization of a publ c service 'and i s

final imilementation lies a tortuous and oft n devious.path,
begins.with what the courts call the '!intent',of:the enabling r

legislation, winds through the'verbiage of th mandate issued by

agency policy makers, drifts down.through the ratchi Of var-

-ious administrat4e 1 vels.,_ and finally' reach s the front lines--
, _that point at which' ervice:Tis delivered to't e. public. ThePro-

cess is the same; 'whet er the initial intent- s,to provide educa-*

tion, to adminisIoli:\wel arei-to-ensure-civil-rights,..or,to_deal

' with public offenders: A government'bureaucracy with responsi-

.bility for the particular function must deviSe a delivery sys,

tem, presumably to provide 4 Means for.the.program to.find an& -

.
serve its intended target group. .

.
,

The consequences of gas process.are-manifold.,"Often poli-
.

"cies enunciated by high,levq1 agency spokesmen are 'altered,
-

/
/

diluted, rigidified, or reinterpreted a$ they move toward the

/ point of implementation. us tiie service 'finally delivered at

the lowest-oint of the st cture may,bear little resemblance

to the ideals stated.in pu ic prono ce nts of policy makers
t,

k.,

:
and administrators...... ,---

Manpower' programs are ttle different from other socia1

programs in this regard. .No er what the original intent,

no matter how tortuous the path from conception.to imp ementat.,

tion, it i's in'the local offices pf the. public emplo nt ser-\

vice throughout the country::thdtabst. manpower services finally

cAss over to the recipient.. It is at.that point where inter,

viewe tets job seeker'and programs 'become reality. :(pp. 7-8)
.

.

, '
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Many problems are introduced when the. perceived fUnFtion of a, public service

agency, changes. The employeep must be prepared to.operate differently along

different guidelines, and the'public mustbecome aware of new eligibility

reqUirements and new services offered, as an agency goes'from working toward

solving socialproblems tol,p;acing peciple in employment. The criteria that .

ard used.to determine the'4effectiveness of the agency.and its employees also.

change. Developing an effecfeive program of-organizational effectiveness

then, depends on being able to build in enough flexibility to meet these

changes:
. -

Regardless of the critoia used to determinethe,effectiveness Of a public

service Agency, regardless, of the particular goals and objectives of the

agency at any gikren point in time, perhaps the one commom elementthat re-

.mains is the employee who has to implementtlie wishes.of the supervisors,

the legislators., the 'society. Making effective uSe of the human reSources

,is a crucial consiteration'for the survival Of an Organizdtion and the - e

achievement of organizational objectives. -

I-.

This epOrt is concernediwith'the development of the.Managemeht Audit Survey

(I4AS)p.a system that gives all levels oi management an analysiS and review,

of,manageMent,procedureS and certaUn organizational.climate characteristics

to stimulate higher levels 9f performance through better use of humanere-

- source§. TheMAS syStem is bbSea on the assumption that moreeffective

leVels of-hiffavresouree managetent will' result in higher levels of organi-

=zational productivity, regardless- of the criteria that arelbeing used at any

c-tiven time to determine the effectiveness of,the'organization. .

, f

The purpose of4le research reported was to determine how well the MAS could

predict,various Employment Service Performance criteria. ,If the MAS:Could

predict these criteriaefficientlyand effectivdly, ithen opportunities for

improvementjAlentified by Vie MAS with consequtht action plans andother

follow7pp prOcedures to impibve human resource management woOld be-likely

toihprOve performance by 4/let organization.
,

_0----yb.,
,

, .

' 14 's, :
.t.

4
- ..j I .

.DvervieW of' Management Abdit Survey (MAS) .
.....

'

The'MAS system begins With a 0-imequestionnaire'which is administered to

A employees of.an organization to measpre'19.score areas Of human resource

,management. re data are cOmputer-prodesed, with random responses and

other, sources' f error.eliminated, id that each Sapervisor of-a work group,

having five.armore employeeS,4ho completed the MAS survey, receives a,com,

puter feedbaa report together) with 4 handbook to help interpret the scores

arid to provide suggestions-for improving perfoithance.
..

)'

The system was developed to complement existing auditing procedures in the.

Department of Labor by,provi'ding an economical review of management proce-

-duresth oughaufalarge-organi'zation by using descri tions provided,by...
, .

emplo § who are in an excellent positiOn to -observe nagement practices-
:

i The p rpose of such a sysem was:

To aid SuperVisors an&managers in:making better use of- he
-

Departmenf's.resoUrces to-promote greater. wprk,S satisf ct. ion-

- s
-2-
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To'guide all levels of management ih identifying a.nd over- A

coming problem.areas;

i. To stimulate improvement in the management areas,most in

.-need of attention; and
1

To enable the Department of Labor to do its work more effec-

tivelY.

'The MAS was not deSigned to replace existing auditing procedures'or-func-

tions, but to provide Amplementary informatiola that could be combined with

that obtained through regular auditing-procedures to provide information

and,feedback to supervisors, so that the-individual work groups could oper-

ate more efficiently. If the.individual work groups could function better,

then the total system could fulfill its mission more thoroughly and more

effectively. Table 1 shows how.the MAS complements thoperations'auditing.
The information that is obtained provides an extensive'pictUre of the func-

tioning of the organizarlon and the organizational climatd as the table

indicates. The MA8 does not choose the best solution for'problems in manage-

ment or directly evaluate personnel The MAS does not take intO account

those situational variables that...influence the way a supervisor can fundtion

'end, thus, all.otheninformation(Should be talcen into. accountwia interpreting

the results. . .

TheM1IS can be viewed from a numberbf differeh each'of:which

contributed implicitly or explicit1y4tothe'delselopment and application of

the system:
o

1) The'rapidly developing fields of operations auditing .(Lindberg arid Cohn,

1972) and internaLauditing (Institute of Internal Auditors, 969)dhave some

,oals i,similarto those of.the MAS, snce they are also concerd.fah the

igItOration, but through different kinds of. pxocedures.
e fectiveness of Management. .These procedures arid the MAS.essess somewbat

s milar kinds of
Operations auditing'and internal auditing rely heavily on interVews and

statements' of operating procedures, objekstiveS, and results obtained, which'

are often unique to eachbrganizational component. In,contraft, the MAS
v uses-.a staldard cipestionhaire to obtain from ail employees a description of.

,
existing Onditiofis throughout the entire organization:witt`separate feed...

back reports for each worl grab') or Prgahizational component. . The MAS agd -

traditional management auditing procedures can.complement each(Other since

'the MAS cal.i lie applied-to a wide range'of..organizational,components On a/
Cost-efficient basis, with. the results used to.,04kitify areas in need.of

follow-up attention with other auditing procedurei4 Each approach also pro-

VI-des cOmpIementary i lb mation that can contribute to Iigher levels of

grganizational perfo an Ire.

2) The 'general ratiohale of systems theory as il1ustrat6d44y Katiand

(1966)--,and Baker (1973) also contributed to the development of the MA8. In

systems theory, the continued survival of an organization can only be, main-

,
tained through.g-ihorough understanding pf its functions.--economic and )

t)ehaviora.1--as they relate'to its Subsystems of managementprdduction,
...

ad tion, support, and maintenance., Since "social structures are essen-

tiay contrived-Systems..:anchored in the attitudes, perceptions beliefs,

mot vations, habits, and--.expectatIons of human beings (Katz ahd Kahn, 1966,

.
)



'Table 1
-

Complementary Characteristics of the Management

(
Audit Survey Sy4ern and Operations Auditing

,

Characteristics
a

MAS''

v

1. Common Standards Yes

2. Organizatión Wale Yes

3. Feedback Specific toEach
Unit Yes

4. Comparative Feedback Across
Time Yes

5. OrganizatiOgat Development Yes

6. Quantified'Indications of .

Unit Performance Yes

7. Emphasizes Procedures, and
Or4anizationa1 .Characteristits Yes

8. for Unit.ftovides-Suggestions
IWiprovement Yes

9. Chooses Best Solution Np

10. D ectly Evaluates Personnel No

Employee I4ut Yes

a

12. Considers Other Sources of
Infoymation

e

Indicates Opportunities for
.Improvement

14. .Indicates Problems for
Further.Study.

-Yes

Operations
fituditing*'

t3Yes *-

No

No

denerally Not

Indire t

Judgmental

Yes

?

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes .

*Taken froth: Lindberg, B.AA., and Cohn, T. Opierations auditini. New York:

AmeriCan Management Astociation, 1971.

r
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. e,e, 0,
T, .33),".desaiptions of various. functions Lypeonle.in the organization. .

should be examined to further t,he development.Of the organization. Obvi- .)

ously, sini::e employees ate responsible for the completion of the work pro-

cesses'and output of an organization and are, therebY,Atin a unique' p sition

to describe the organizational procedures that impact on human res rce

m and organizational productivity, the use ofemp il-aOreeS a an n- .

fK9tien souree is a major m.sset of the MAS. Ultimately such information'

from the MAS'9eeds,to be integrated with otherinformation on process and. .

. ..

ouhput measures to provide an integrated systems approach to monitor and

stimdlate higherJ.evels of performance on.the coMplementdry goals'of.:

- ,

societk, the-organization, and the employees..

. 3) The third and most.direct antecedent to the development of the MAS was

'the traditional area oferesearch through attitude surveys, which has been

replaced.by a broader foul's on organizational pSychology. in contrastwith
tt'aditional attitude-surveys-1-which examine individual needs and reactions

to the organizationand some. organizational climate litterature--which'con--

tains many assespepis,of tangentiel or underlying construct features- such

assupport o.1,7 warmth, or motivational conditions,.etp.--the:M& tries to

.attack functions and procedure's in human resource.management directly on a

',more b haVioral level, thus contributing to more dffectivediagnosis as

well .a.( providi4ig suggestions for improved levels of Rerformance. -. .. Q
-

c

.

#4) The'd t oevolopmen of die MAS'ean also be viewed grom an rganzational

developtent standpoint. Numerous programs; many at substantial expense p6r.

participant, have been developed to provide training and exReriences which

would usult in improVed level's of indiyidual
formance. Typically, orga:nizational develop
it;ial or underiying appwaches Which ate beli

organi ational functioning. The-\MAS syste

(- .organi ational wotkl,Aroup, together wiblrhe Supervisory Handbook,Which

b.\ accompanies the.computerafeedback, and provides behavioral.guidelines, are .

10
aimed directlY at work prqedures. and opportunities fordmprovement and

require4no adaptation or transfer from the developmental sequence or situa-

-tion to the job situation.. In vie0,of thediagnostic sensitivity of the. ,

iqAS'and the high,situational relivance, integrating MAS.and organizational

development strategies can be an'exciting .and mutually reinforeing endeaVor

.jto bring about higher levels'of development and organizatival performance.
*

nd, thuse organizational per-,,
ent programs have used tangen

4
=.

ved to be crucial for effect'.

, which provides feedback.en ..eaC,Xtt

,

f -
Research Objectives

Although a great deal of technical sophistication has gone into the deueloP-

.Ment of the HAS, the empirical evaluation of the system akainst'ortanizational

,
performance criteria has' been limited primarily to the State of Pennsylvania.

Thus, the general. goal of the research reported here Was concerned-with exten-

ding and'generalizing the resubits obtained:. These results indicated that

.
local offices differ in how they use theidtima9 resources, as measured by'

the MAS, and.these diffeiences were'related,to a variety oT Employment Ser-

vice performence Aid process measures. These iesult5 need to be extended to

other geographic4 areas with a broader Otlusion of situationa4 or control

. factors so that the advantages and limitations of the system cati be defined

.,to permit effective use of MAS-rresults to identify and-capitalig,e upon opporg.

0.

-5:
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1

tuniries For improvement: While the general goal is concerned- with further
validationlof the MAS, a,number of interrelated Objectives are Involved: .

u

1) To define% quantify, 4nd describeselefted performande measures to ascer-
tain meaningful patterns oT relationships and deficiencies among the various

G

.\

xamine the relationships among
e
various situational factors and the

ctiterion measures. This step is nedessary to develop çrfonnance indicators,
or indices, 'with Which.local offices_vmay be compared. Ob .6uskr, a local .

.

office in a highly favorable situation may look relatively àtstanding on
outcome measures, yet be relatively inefficient on management procedures.

.
Thus, the impact of various control variables needs to be aissessed'to mike
the local offices comparable on the basis of output. Thip would facilitate

an analysis of the effectivenesS of management proceduree by theMAS variables.

3) To determine the validity of MAS-measures'in predicting a variety of per-0
folNance Vriteria and to examine the relationships of MAS scores to available
control 8cores.

Further demonstrations and generalizations concerning the validity of the
MAS would jead to mereeffective use orthe instrument and managemeet of!:

human resouyes. In addition, previous results have indicated.that certain
management procedures.can be emphasized to help oVercome the effects on

such peasures as office size an&workload.

The repprt, will proceed by exan4aing the research findings on organizational

climate and organizational.effectivenoss 'which Will be presented in Chapter

TI. A complet.e exposition of the development and previous research of the

MAS will be found in Chapter III. ,Chapter pi summarizes the procedures

followed.in this study,' Chapter V presents'the results Of the .data analysis,

and Chapter VI presents the conclusions, recommendations for futurk research,

ana the summary of-the project.

e,

c'e

st,
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--,Ja.ganilationaltlimgte,pschologicaLenvironMent;'human resource manag

ze

-

,.; dent; gna organl.4tinal_development.are. a4phrasess Which art-popular in

.-theorganizgtiorza]; and management-iittrat4re. The purpose,of this seCtion

ofthe.report is tthsuiMarize briefly:the statt,of.tht'art.iii-tfiese areas

awAhey aft relatd to the Management' Audit Sirrirey, focusimg.most directly-

upon ottanizaileopg1 climate, and to discuss the'interfaCe af the4MAS with'

'human iIsource management and the process of planned.organizational change.
_

Ano included in this review is a summary of sOme'of the researCh.that.has ,

....

. .

, 'been done driAthe oyment Service and.previoUs.IBRIC research on organiza-

tional q.limate..-.::: . . . .

.

,

-

i
.

REVIEW OF THE LITERATURt ,-

I

%14

. '

'..'

9
Organizational Climate

" Four majors.literature.reviews of organizational climate exist to date

(Forehand.and Gilmer, 1964; Campbell, Dunnette, laWler, and WeiCk, 1979;

James:lid Jones, 1974; and Helttiegel'and Slocum, 1974). Forehand and

GilMer, and Campbel/k et al., d6fined organizational clitate somewhat

differenily-and caffsekuently focused on,sfightly divergent organizatiOhal
.-

gharacteristics* James and Jdnes reviewed-the two, ev ws, as well as stilaies

:by Schneider (1973) and Guion £1973), and developed a. thesis of organiza-

tional climate research. Hellriegel and Slocum took,a stems persi5ective

and:analyzed several climate, studies-relativeto it. e the focus of ..

this"\review will be largely`on the conceptualization'of cl te,of-JaMes

and Jones, other implications and research will also be- rev wed: "

James and Jonts cate
tive of the "multip
defined organization cli e as:

d the work of4Forehand and Gilmer as reprtsentar
ement-organizational attribute", approach, which

. . a,set of characteristics that describe.an organization

and that (a) distinguish.the organizatOn from other organiza-

tions..k,(b) gre_relatively enduring over time, and (c) inflUence

the behavior of people in the organization. (Forehand-and Gilmer,

1964, p. 362)

Forehand and Gilmer suggested that before organizational climate can be

used as a dbristruct, it must exhibit: .
.;?'

1) _identification of organilatiOnal units (department, divisfbns, etc.)

to serve as the subjects in the model, thuS establishing the comparability

of units across organizations;' -,
/ .

.P.

.-

2) homogeneity within organizational units, 4uch that the objective deter-

minants of organizational climate'are applicable to all subunits; .f"

._..
I
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,

0' , -
.

.3) exIstence, iwortaoce, and stability of-organizationdl properties; and -..
. .

, .

4) m9aningfUl combination§-or configurations of organqational propeIties,'
'such that the tlimate.offA particular orgeniza4on can be be2st desorib

. . , .

\JO,'

. .
- . ,

,

,--

FurAer,.they-statedha:the reSearch.existing afIthatmime (1964) lacked
,- measaement rigor, sinc theremere.few Operational (behairicirally-bi'Sed),

- 'definitions of climate.dimensionsalmost no.invostigapons'orvaliditY,?
and the reearch-designs,Were, insufficient to account-for individdal/organ-

interactions.
- .

Campbe1l,et,a1.,(1'970) defined organizational cliMate _

_ .

. . a.set oE.attributes specific to aparticular oeganizAtion
thatmay.be induCed from the.way the,organizat.lon deals with its
timbers and-its environment. Ha- the indiviaral member 'within

. an'organizarion, clrMacp'takes the form of a set of.attitudes-
and expectancies ,W6ich describe the organization in terms of 7,*.-

*both static characteriStics '(such as degree of autonomy) and
behavior-outcome and outcome-outcome contingencies, (p. 19.9).N.

.

42-

"

4.

Campbell, et Al., throUgh a synthesis of,past studies, named four constructs
which Were more or less coimnon to the4studies they reviewed. These were:
1) individual autonomy; t the degree Of structillte imposed upon the position;
3) reward orientation; an consideration, warmth, arid support. While'

. -
Campbell, et al. felt t is list was incomplete, the dimensional complexity',
of organizational climate as nown todaY is-far beyon&their original concept-.
ualization. However,their co cerns for the,"perceptual measurements-organiza-7.

. tional attribute" (James and ones, 1974) approach to conceptualizing organi-4
zatiorial climate are still c itical. Essentially, these are:

1) Generalization from the perceived situation to the aitual situation--
this involves construct validity considerations fi.e., to'what extent does
the score area-really measurethe actual situation}, as well as reliability
considerations, such as what level of consensus exists among employees with
respect to'the mlnagement procedure ir,1 -question;

2) dbjectively vs. perceptually 'defined:factors or scores--including such .
considerations as breadth of measurement, appropriate scoring procedures,
test construction metlydology, arid-item selection procedures;

.

3) Level of analysisf-irivolving what statistical pr6cedures should bp-used
to reflect accurate4 the data at given levels within the organizatioh,
individual level ddta should be used to answer some questions, and group data,
or averaged individual Jevel data, should be used to angwer others. Further,
this concern involves problems in theaccurate and approf)riate reporting of
results and/or relationships across Illanizational foci; and

The zriterion problem--how can the validity-, of the scores,
. eValuated, what should they be evaluated against, and

and appropriate are the _criteria used to evaluate the measures

Schneider (1973) rsconceptualized organizational

1 is

perceptyms,
how aCdurate

climate into a "perceptual
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,

,

4..m,..,..surement-iidiridua1 attribute" appllqach. Schneider defined cldmate;as
I

f011eWS: -
,

The centept aff'clamate in tqb 'present rpsearch must be° ,Idfr

described as personpistic; cUmate is .reindiliidual pery
,

ceptiont There.was'rie aAempt to restrict tfie '

definition to,perceptions shared hy members of-a
group or organization. As stgted elsewhere., . .-"whaf

is.psychodogically importanCto.the individual must
how he perceives ;as work enviroirmentot-how othe
migTt.chooseto describeA". (p..254) .

Schneider further stated that the. data collected shoulorbe appropriate for! -

ihe'level of explanation and;that shared -perceptiosg of cliMate May.be im-i-
101:-.

.

portant:for predictIn the. behavior of many individuals. 7..
--

SchneiderIS:major coyarn's were theMatch' betWeen/ctinceP,tualiZation:of.C4k.:',

_mate -and'what, Medsurememt methodology the concept ImPlies; and.the Telation-

ship.among_employers, emploYees, and customerS'.' ,The first conCern implies

level of dnaly, and the second implies system diiferences, i.e., 'the
organization's system orientation (open vs. Closed) and its eff ct on.the

people who enter its enVIronment.

Guion (1973) consideredthe family of conStructs implied by organizatiOnal'

climate to "be one of the mosjt important:to enter the think.ing of industrial-

organizational psychologists,in maw years" k(1) 120). Concerned about organi=

zatiopal climate research; he-further/stated that:'

.1The- ea Of "organizationn' aPpears to refer to.an
or.set OCtittributes, of the work environment,. The

idea of a ITerceived organizational climate" seems'ambiguous;
Ape can not be sUrewhether'it implies an attribute of the

organizatiOn Or of the Perceiving igdividual. If it refers to

the organization, then measures of perceived organintional
CliMate should be- evaluaed in tei'mrsof the accuracy of the .

perceptions. If it vfer-to the individual, then perceived
organilational climate may simply be a different name for job

-- satisfaction or employee attitudes'. (p. 120)
v/

Hellriegel and Slocum (1974)--,ad4ed nb new Criticisms, but they emphasized.,

theasystems approach andOhe confusion about satisfaction and climate.. They

defined organizational climate

. . . a set of attributes which can be perceived aboui a

particular organization and/or its subsystems, and that may
be induced from the way that organization and/or its subsystems

aeal with their members and environment. (3. 256)

With this-set-, they further structured climate to fit primarily in.to the

"per.9eptual measdrement-organizational attribute" approach.

To summarize, then,three conceptualizations of organizational ciimaté have

been represented. These are:

15
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1) themultiple meaUremeht-organizational attribi ute approach (as eemplified
.

.

by Foilefialid ana Gilmer, 1964); - :
t.

. - '
4.: y -

1
. 42). the perceptual measureMent-organit'ational attribute approath Cas exqm-

-plified by Catpbell,' et al:, 1970; and -bY Hellriegel and Slocum, 19.74);. and .

,

3) the perceptuallkeasurement-individuat l,attl'ibute approath (as outlined by,
Schneider, 1973), -

. -- 4

u

While_these c n"ceptualiwions are-not independent, they,have generally
ed to different research methodolOgaes, differentlevelst.of measurement,

And different sets of variables. Vowever, many similarities do exist among
.

. the conceptualizations as an be seen by 'the mierlapping nature of the authors'
research concerns.' AcrossClimate concept4ons, these concprhs all f1.1 mo'r-'
or less into the folloWi'ng categories-. N,

,

iii
-

.. .

4) lf?ork gioUp-differentes and identOcaitic7:
. ...

\ilr .,,.,..#t
2) conSensus perceptions;

-0, , .

--,-

. 3) elative permanence, and 'stability df the dimensions studied;

4) 1 v of anaiysis - gregation of daNa.);
. .

4

5) pert tual validityand'Oneralizatin;

6) organizational systems perspective (level of organization); and

S.

7) attitude-perception overlap, or satisfaction-cl

. .

The alarmting thing about these concerns is that,'sin Ov a decade of research'

on organizational climate, few of the melsurement and methodological problems
have been resolved or even received sufficient scrutiny to result in greater
understanding. Somepossible explanations -for this lack-of progress are:
1) limited research group intra-communication; 2) insufficient knowledge of
past research; 3) a lack of sophisticated measurement tools and methods;
and 4) poor understanding ofIclimate,complexity. Further, very few studies
have.actually reported/significant validation results, even though this is
critical if the research me-Ohods and the results of the studies are to be
shown to have leng-range utility. Agreement within work groups and between-
work group differences.,have 41so been mentioned as being essedtial tclan
understanding of organizational cimate, but no data--other than that on the
14AS--have been reported. -

Previoustresearch has.resultedin.:some confusion because of the lack ok
.clarity in procedures and goalS: with the findings of the researth not keing
convergent. *.For example, the content and focu of the measuring instruments..
have not been consistently and Systematically organized, including diverse

-

topics as individual reactions to gle work environment., deseriptions of the
-work group;. sand general_or abstract characterizations _of the total organiza-
tion. Many of these may'be appropriate if treated in a systematic fashion,-

so that clear implications can be obtained. The MAS stores focus most directly
upoh management practices (Delegation of Authority., Planning and Administra-
t,ive Efficiency, Training EffectiveneSs, etc.), witli some individual level

.confusioh.

-10-
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scores (Satisfaction with'Pay, Work Satisfaction,,etc:) included to'.define
differenQes between these different tYpes of scores.

,

These issues, in turn, are related ,to the levqii of analysis to whichlthe

'data'are aggrbgated. Data dealing with individual d'eactions and preferences
,k

(att.itudes1 are obviodSly most meaningful when,the individual respond nt
' is the uni:t of analysis, while the interrelationships of work group-f cused
- climate aeasuiPeS and criteriaare most meanisgfii when work group.mean re
useoKas the unit of analysis. Tata owindividuals can be aggregated to

* higher organizational levelgth meaningful results only if there are Orr

ganizAtion41,0febts whidh result in,signIficant differences among groupS
at that Migher level. Data'on individuals aggregated to the group.or
higher level will.approximate a r doi distribution cJf means with limited

meaning,uniess there are signific t efEects on the group means, . such as'

management practices, 'selection rocedures; etc.. .IW addition, the nature

of what is peasdred may cha e as tilt data are apregated to higher levelg.
,AV7I 4.

1

The Department of Laf studies using the MAS have begun ta yield an under-
Standing 4 the eearch problems involved and are presently uncovring.the
dimensions nec ary to provide measurement technology devq.optent with.-

sufficiently mplex data o-rer tiMe. While the MAS'queStionnaire falls
°primarily in o the "ptrieptual measurement-organizational attribute":. ,

approach,to organizational climate conceptualization, the MAlkhas cu
across the other iwo approaches and integrated'them in different stu es

alid analyses. .These s,tudies'and-analyses,have also cut across the resedrch

.problems stated earlier, investigating organizational climate'and differences
in managemenepractices across 'work groups, with a variety of performance
criteria.

.

: To illustrate further, in the-MAS, research the intraclass correlatio ef-

ficient has.been used to define the degree of conSensus within work grOups
:and thus provide information concerning the level to which data should be
dggregated, Since ,wide differences between work groups have been obtained

on MAS scores,-higher levels oE data aggregation, beyond the work group,

mask group-differences as .high and low groups are combined. Typically;

high levels of consensug within work grqups. and meaningful differenceS among
work groups'are obtained when.the item Content is focused upon highly ob-

a'
seiliable organizational procedures or characteristics. For example, the'

IF

MAS score-of Physical Working Conditions has the highest level of agreement
among work group members. The results obtained with the MAS indicate that
the-system is bighly sensitive to differences in management practices across .

work groups which.are iepably assessed according to the agreement among

'observers,

To summarize, these apprOaches and procedures used in research with the MAS
make possible'some clear diStinctions between organizational climate research
and the,area of traditional attitude measurement. Specifically,.distinctions

between climate research and attitude measurements can be differentiated
-according.to item content, focus'of measurement, degree of consengus, le

Of analysisand validitr_againt _organizational performance criteria. The

MAS scores have shown significant relationships to a liariety of performance

, criteria, where attitude'surveys have been very.deficient. Therefort,. the

MAS s.tudies have led to a reconceptualization of organizational climate in
line with the "perceptual measurement-organizational attribute approach, but

extending it.

-11-
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Thel4AS is also highl compati wit the needS of employees and manage-

ment---bY Producing a,f ddback syst hich'ptovides the necessary- links to:

tie together an upward mmunic tionsyStem fordmployees with organitaiional

interventions and individual b viOr regulating systems, such as management

by objectives (00); or organizational ,Idevelopment (IOD) and the economic:

. regulating and reporting systems--the criterionmeasures of orffanifational

. performance.
c

.

_

\'heintegration of these within the organization re ires a systems
, .

Conceptualization of e organization. According tolover 975)-, tilt.'
. ,

rationale fov i:th Pproach s:that:
, !,!

.

.,

The-co
ii.,,,:,

,

Of gystems have slowly emerged to a position of ,

ceilt4 imeortance in the thinking of social scientists and,-

'more pecificallyorganiational theorists. . Systems Ahinking

is ought to be,gomoremeaningfUl way to look at complex

enomena, and.differs from the txpitional analytic methOd ofi
oanalysibibY studyingthe processes linking the paxts

; together. fills-shittAn emphasis from analysis of parts and
quantification ,of casual relations to knowledge of he whole;

not by observing iiarts, but by observing the prode ses taking '

place within the whole has resulted'in a different view of

organizations. ;be systeMs approadh maintains that the best

way o viotorganizations is to ve theM as systems with

emphasis on the innerrelationsh p a d interdependenCy of
1

It...

parts. (p. 1)

t?4.

Thus,ten intggrated system pf meds):nlement Models and methqds or .informational .'

subsystems,(each with demonstrated,unique and/or common riterion Validity) :

would lead tb more effective organ zational functioniirg'ah4goai attainment

through increased eapabi1ity.4: egrate all,of the f4nctio J. subsystems.
.

Katz Andjahn (1966) have.deSc ibed these_ subsystems as production, support,

mainte4nce ,
adaptive; and man gerial-. Each Of,these sub 'stems has a funotiOn

to Perform.for the larger orga izational system. Some ombinati 6.n,of the "-

gystemic models and methods of MAS-, MBO, and OD would.tend to maximit!geturns.

,Before the scope' of organizati

grasped, understoo4, and devel

develoOment in measurement'tec
and duration; and S) models an

mate-findings in-Panned organ
await the findings Of future r
this report.

nal climate and its intracacie can .be fully

ped,, the, follow1ijjre needed: 1) continued

. .

ology; 2) studi f sufficieni compleXity

methods for impleme ng organizat)onal cli-

zal4onal change. .S,!.ich achievements must

séarch, Some of.which is outlined later in

Organizat ,l. Development .

t,..
. .

ard (1969) defined organiz.tional -development .:,s an effort'(1)Aplanned,
.

. .. ,

YOrganization-wide (5)\managed from the-top,,to (4) increase organiza,,

tioVal effectiveness, and heipAhrough (5) planned interventions in.the'

',Orgdilizetioff-prOde-t-Ses usirig-bth4vioral -science-kilowl-edge-d-'- One-goa],of- ---

orgaAizetional development is to change the SysteM. Again, the emphasis ,.

is placedon a Sxstems pergPective. Schein (1969) amplified' fhis point and

illustrated the..need for the management of huMan regources,in a systems sense.

\ .1 8 ,

-12-
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I am not contending_ that focusing on human processes is the only
:path to increase organizationaleffectiveness. .'r-47SVII arguing;
however, that the various functions whitmade up an'EftaniZation .

are always mediated .by the interactionS people, so that.organi-o,

zations cannot escape its human'processes oceuxring between'them.

Therefore, it is obVious that the better diagriosed theSe processes
are, the greater will-be the.chancef for finding,solutions t
technical problems which will be acCepted and used by the me bers.

lAbf the organization. (p. 9.) ,

%

Fitenth:an Bell (1973) extended th definition -of,arganizationa developme

such that it included management of organizatiOnattculture. Hus (1975)

included climate in this definition and st ed thgY systems which don't
make.full use of modern social knowledge drfd çechnogy apout.human motivA-
tion cannot appropriately%change the climate. Fç and Bell alsO stated'

"that there are three basic steps which must'pr de the institutionaliza-

tion of these new social techniques: entry, rmative change, 1r4 structural

change (p. 13);

French arid Bell (197.3) and owersqlp73) disased the survey-research-1 .

feedback system. They Prima ly focused on this type of "acti,on research,"

and data feedback in workshop , Cycles like this are generllk\what is
needed to process the inputs an out fiom the°,..in egrated measurement ''''-\

system in discussion'. SurVeys fraaeadrbeasureMent pthodological realm
yield the datatforsystematiodiagnosis, research, and evalUation) which should

lead ideally toa feedback system which feeds back to the appropriate user-
)

.manager econometric, behavioral., 'and economic-behaviorallinteractive data 4
,

and/ction alternatives.
,

,
.

, Air
_

.
.

In an OD evaluation design, the MAS would be administein just prior to,the oi

beginning of any igpervention into the organiZation. Ille resulting profile
adross the 19,scord's for each work group caris be used diagnostically to
determine what'areas.need to be worked on in 'each individual work4itme,
or any other OD.strategy may be used. Since these,organizational climate
cores:can be successfully related to and can-predict hardorganizational

perforMance criteria, an effeCtive and successful'OD.intervention stfategy

may result in increased scores across the work group pt-ofiles over time.. ,

.,,,4-

'The MAS system allows interVentions on individual work groups or an organi-',

zation-wide levp.,1 just after Vie managers receive the feedbak (With Or 4'

....-,4 without the use of the Handbook for Supervisors). which allo4p, ome limited
types Of experimentA designs, using control groups (e.g:,.intervention on

e50% of grOups, no intervention on the other 50%). IfIthe intervention-br

, treatment is made on an organization-wide basis, then theorganitational

,onorm base for producing the two types of MAS scores should increase oVer

ttime, ta indicate successful 'Cpre-.' and post-interventionawlica-

tion of the MAS). . .

1
,

.
(.

.

.
. ,

.

If the intervention is-made.ori only some ,work groups, then work groups_in
which intervention is made should obtaiOhigher post-intervention profiles

-- than work groups-which receVed,naInterventio -to indicate suctess-rin-

this deaign. Both treated and'untreated wbrk roups may increase oVer

, time for reasons unrelated to the intervention; So.:this design allows the

r
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consultant to attribute the dkfferentia:1 increase in,the profiles of-the
treated wOrk groups to the.tteatment rather Allan to unknown forces.

Since the 'MAS provides.feedback;at-eadh .evenof the'organization, the sys-
tem can be easily implemented in organizational 6velopment intervention(
strafegies:.:Glover (1975) stated that "the inteirating in systems
is the interrelationship beiwken the paits OfIthe systeli ThVhi rArchy
within the system due to the ascending order of7complexity result
intermediate,structure at each-level which Conktrains;and coAtrols all its

7-Subordinating syStems. This.characteristic of systems resurts. in the goals
of each subsystem being related to the larger set of pla s of the system"
(p. 7)., The probleMloof goal integrati n, management onti3.1,and.ef active
intersysteM coMMunicationof the ES-are treated irCihe- next section:.

Studies qt. the Produ tivity of the ES

.. -

,
., Pri r research studies of the productivity of the Employment Service havi%7,

.. ../ .us ally.focused on Subsets of variables that may have an:effect on the out- ,--
ernal factärs
i,

es of the ES. process. -Some.studies have concentrated one
that influence ES operations, otilers have,concenfrated on

'. Others have been concerned with 'the type,of clienl"thac

.
services-, Studies assesing management practices
ES outcome'perfOrmiance criterilve been limite

, ,f-e:..//
,

Much of the reSe.ftdh dealiht with the productivity of rhe 4St'h"d`s-!.c ntefed

. basis of del, re ,lionatrated Perfprma ce.
- the Balanced Placement Formula (BPF): The Ba rnitesents-a. jor

eff t to.allocate Federal funds or. thid
Thus, the foimula serves as an incentive for improvament in the qualt nd

quantity of serviceirendered. Equally, important, rth0tormula teflec.ps

.
national policy and thereby serves to-define th94s of the -organi ation
and to promote the integration of these-goals tfroUhout the!organization,
an this process, the IPF'provide a basis foryt e state ageny.to evaluate 'r

its results. Considering the complexity and Ai culties inVOlved'in
eStablishing effective procedures froitthe national level through state
agencies and int0 app4ximately 2400 local Offices these goal definitions;
integrations, and reward and monitoring functions-a e extretely important.

°

1

The foFrfas applied in-19 5, and suftequently modified in 1976to reflect
a greater emphasis on quantit ive andAualitati e functionS in4lacements.
However; the largest single compo nt in the formula during both years has
been the number of placeMents per, nyeal., which has been extensively studied
to.understand, its determinants and causalities;. For example,Englander1(1975)
found that there was-a significa ,refationship%etween individuals plafed

.

per tan year an0 th6 percent- o emplOyment in banufacturing--corroborat ng .

.the finding of Fong (1975). tFhese two authors concluded that.the ES i
better suited to provide placement-assiStance in those-areas where the Jecoromy

is more oriented tomanufacturing activities.

.Englander aleb_foUnd a significant poOtiverelationship between indi4dal.s .

Placed per manyear and the workload of-the.staff inan office. Apparently.,

the larger the number of-applicants and;renewals with whom an ES staffer
works, everything else being equal., the easier it is to have.higher produc-

.

2 0
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-tivity on this critevion. The larger-the wor

'4-employable /d easy to.placer However, in thit si ation, the percentage r

lihood of ng applicant's whose qualitiespe experience make them highly :

. Of.all app cantsplaced is lower. ,Thus, one goal 's attained at the expense ...

of another,4which\emphasiitt'the fact that multiple criteria should be used
-.

. /
oad, the,gweater ig the like-

It

An investigating the effectivau-ofall'ES offi:ce, and.a5 the basis for the

.

,goals of th organizationz:
,

_

.

.

-\.
]

.
.

1Wo1kload is an exampl1 of a variable that,could h used to enlarge a state's

share of natival Emp OYment$Service fundinjy ,the tiate EMIAdminl.stratot.

Although some of these variables would .diffei7fxom state to state, research .

,
has shown that.short-term pidcementS.(Engjande ,'1975), 46w-wage pacements

(Center. for'Applied Manpower Research,'1973); concentrating on pragements in

.:"theibufactUring (Center for'Applied Manpower Research,,1973,;,Englander, 1975;

and Fong, 1976), youth,Junpier 22 years of age). (Eng1andert,197t), and. percent

of minorities in the lobdi. force (Fong, 1975) are other examples of VaKiablesy ,

that,coulebe manipulated to obtain a higher. 4a1anced Plkement Fdrmula

. scor*, and more Federal monies- --) .

. ---7 .

--'. 'The Shehley Report (1975)
detail and .found that the

'stpdied the Balanted Piacem nt Formula ih great

BPF beeimproved, and recoMmended that:0,

.-

1) individuals,placed p man ar be ,maintained'asl. V,e,,rf_ormance criterion;

2) individuals, placed as a percentage of the numb r,of/unemployed indivi-

duals should be used as a performance criterion; d

r?

3) job openings filled as a. percentage . of nonag1iculturT wage and salaryT

employment also be instituted as a performance criprion.
. -\2/

..

,,...

, Shelley found that
,

the BPF allocation`was not significantly affected tY.the

percefit of veterans, oror, handicapped, UI clajmants, and older workers'

\placed. Another key finding of Shelley-was that ihe performance measure4 .

I
were infllihnced by, va ous environmentaj,factors. About two-thirds of the

Variation in producti ty aCrots saftes was due to the environmental factors.

' If thi$ is so, c,re mus't be taken nop to penalize the budgets of lowerjro-

ductiVity s atési, When the lower' productivity is due to circumstances beyond

.their cbnt ol. The unemgloyment rate is an iinadequate reflection of the

"influer-ice Of' these extetnal factors. , For example, the Center foT Applied
,

Manpower Research (1973) found th'at the unemployment rate exerted a signifi-

cantly neg tive influence on a state agency's placement productivity, but

; Fong .0.97 did not find statistical significawe for this variable.

Englander (1975) found a significant negative relationship between indivi-

duals plac d and pen capita income. Englander,also stated that a given

group mdght be,difficult to plate either .because it requires a considerable

amount of counseling and other support services or because-the attitudes of

would-be employers towards that group are not favorable.

Of the VatiOus-authors_reviewed,. only Weiner and Powel_(.1,97.6) mentioned the

social value of an ES placement.. The BPF does not take this into contidera-
.

tion, and providing a quantitative measure of,this social value would have

to be subjective, so At would not be an integral part of most researchers'

investigations of ES pffectiveness. If the function of 'the ES is seen to be

2 1
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that of a labor exchange', providing a:mata. bertreen'applicants and their
N

appropriate labor market opportunities both in the labor force and out Of -

, J,it, then the labor exchange autputstshould,benefit job seekers,"employers,

and society. ,-, %. . /

,

The soCiatvalue accrues not only monetarily, but alsallpsychologically,. from

an indiVidual's.being able to contributesomething wor hwhile to himself and

to others. Not being able, to be'a contributi g Member f soqiety haS an,

''impact on every other areeof a person'rlif ,,and ther is. no way tIr this ,

cab be quantified. , - .

...

,

cluded that the doiar value of benefits received from ES placement ably ..

coEven.without Considering the social value of."ES -placements, Moore.(196 d

exceeded their cOsts.. Moore looked at the question of general product ity

t'os for plaCememts by the stafe Employment.Serxce. 'He found I
on the bas's of'value received for resOurces expended by derivim !4,c.s-

benefit ra
that the 6strper placement varied, substantially from State to state, probably

more.widely thatl the'value of benefits fr6m state to State, but that the ES.

does providea worthwhile sei;vice at reasonable. cost ..
.

. i-a
..

Themployment.,Service contAnues to be an oblect of ,crilicism, hoWever,

,regardiess-of demonstrated levelS-of productivity. This was recentfy pognted

aqgout- in rti4e in'The Wall llStreet Journal:(Mier, 19761, which, noted that

the.Emplla ent ServicFM seen-ETZEPlayers andemployeesalike as an agency

for low-akilled laborerS. Despite Federal legislation that:Federal Contrac-

tors,must list Rositions with"the ES, many companies do not do so, and look

,upon the-ES as a pre'ssdre group, influencing the type of employee that can

be 1,:!yed by the company.

4.

These studies of the productivity of-the Employment Service have gone some

distance in expl ining how the ES functions, and why certain problems have

,a arisen. However, the studies have not been verr,inclusive, and have not

developed strateg s for'improving the productivity of the ES. A somsqhat

%are inclusive stu y is presently being conducted by Van de Ven (1975)

whose objective is to measure scientifiWy and explain how situational and

organizational characteristics of Job gnvice,9ffiCes and units affect per-

fOrmamce over time. The Organizational factors being Measured include: 1)

situational factors; 2) overall office structure; 3) structure of ea.01 unit

in office/bureau; 4) linkages within and between units, fevels, and other

agencies;. and 5) performance. .
(

,

Any-study of a public organization, as opposed to a private industrial

organization, is-influenced subtly by certain bas'ic differences between the

. two., These differences influence the results, the theoreticaj explandtion

of the findings of the study, and action strategies that can be taken to

counter any negattve findings: Giblin 976) noted that there were 5 basic

areas that had to be considered, when stud a'public organization:

1) .Organizational variationthe public organization volves a greater

variety of individuals and groups with different and often'mutually exclu7

sive sets of interests, reward-strUctures-,-and values-4 ole-rconflicts

between legislators ind higb-level administrators, the mmitment of career

officials to pet programs, a weak chain of command, and.the number of interest=

groups are all part of the organizational variation in the public sector that

influences organizational development.

-16-
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2) ;gong-rank planning-et certainties of thé yealy budget pTocess make

long-fange plannipg a vey tenuo practice. Mospublic agencies basically '

do.their planning on a year-by-ye r basis. Because the conitinuity of organi-

4tional development is always in doubt, the influence of OD on pubfic orgaili-

.1zationt is reduced. A. s "" .--,

. .

.- ,
,

.

..

,
3),g The Civil Service s9tem--compromises-the'pub).c administratOr!t respontiy\

.° -bility-to manage his organization, by limiting.his authority to 147re the
.... -persons he wants at all but the/Very highest (i.e., appointed) 16e1S. It

limits his author' y to discharge staff for pow performance, ancrlt, limits

his discretionar ,powe to advance staff for outstanding performance.. The
, .

Civil Service S stem, ii effe(t,-unioniies the entire Organization.

'4) Crisis atmosihere--has'resulted from the external attacks by many client

:groups that have taken legal action against "human resource agencies" that

, ',1. do not seem.to serve.tilem effectfvely. In such a Crisis atmosphere, public

Agencies tend to place even dexter stress on ptocedural regularities and 4

aution. .This excessive reliance on established practice runs counter to_.

goals:which stress management-flaccOrding to relevant objectives. 0 -,

Organizational "style" a.ri'd effectivenets--tha s atic.style, low p5,open-

for program change, andg. eral ineffectiVene ,of most public organi-

za s.render them very poor .dandiç1ats for-the reaizatioil of successful OU

efforts-. To-a considprable degree, this "stYle" s a function of patterns .

of administrative regulations, which are usually sPelled out.in minute detail ,

in,legislation.
.

.

.

-
t

.

.

.
.

,- y .

In addition to these five'areat, Aller, Mayall, Mitchell, and' Roberts (1975)'
,-.

foNind another area that needs to be considered in'any study of an organiza- .

,

tioin such as the EmPloyment ServiCe:
.-.>

.

f

6) reliability of the data--all of the ES-generated data have to be used

cauti s c

siro ince tive to und rreport new applicants, because the time reqUired
llt

sine there is some question . as to i rts eliabilityi. There it a

lit o

fill
i

. t ES.'S data form significantly reduces the time alailable for mo f e

placement-12 iented acti ties. As a result, forms are frequently not filled

out for Ali iduals fo whom little chance of_pracementis seen. The extent

of this kind o der eporting apparently varies substantially from office

to office.

Despite these barriers to research concez/ning the Employment Service, and

the criticisms of the system from various sources, research concerning the

productivity ofthe ES continueson many fronts and on many levels. Reports.

by Frey (1976), Giblin (1976),_ and Meike, Pyles, Kauffman, and Horowitz

(1976) have begun with definitions of the Mission and functions of the ES,-

and have attempted multivariate studies of the effectiveness of the ES. .The

realization that the Objectives of the ES need to be examined, and the
. realization that many different criteria, control score variables, and pre-

.

. dictors need to be examinedare all hopeful'signs that the research on the

prodbctivity of the ES in the future will produce more meanirigful and mote -"

7,
relevant results.

2 3
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IBRIC-Studies of'Organizational tlimateL- -...
. (

,LEIC's earljest investigation of organizational climate .(Ellison, McDonald,
), James, Fox, and.Taylor, 19683 inveltya an-extensive analysis various cri-

,

terion ui ures ofperformance and'appropri4e controi scores in &medium-
sized go ernmenOkesearch laboratory. IThe criterion _measures incl 4,

11.

superviso y and peer evaluatons, quantity and,quality of publica ons, -
i awards wo1i, .salary advancement.measureseett6.p whi,lethe conpba scores
included sucD variables as age,-education, experience, size of work group, $

. Atype oftresearch Onducted; etc. With this foundation ok measures of .

, research products and r arch,perforMances, antensiveNclilAke question-
, naire was.developed w ich 1 d measurement of style, ofsupervision;- :

compatibility of-individual and orOnizatioftal Objectives, poup inter-.
relatiOnsgivs, selfdesdriptions, §tc. The relationships of.tbese climate'\:.

. questionsto the performapcew.literion measures were-analyzed, VD determine

,

the factors which facilitate, inhibit, or ate asSo'ciated with dilfferent
4 kinds of contributions\ made in.a reSearch laboratory.- . ,

4 .
. . _ .

-

:44r

The results of this§tudy indicated that.data concerned-4 th the reaction of
the:individual to different aspectS of organizationp climate were more pre-
dictive of scientific performance than were straight descriptions of the.
characterilptics of ihe organization, supervisors,. 13eerzelationships, etc. Ilk- .

.-.Informatiall concerned with, he, discrepancy between the ctibal:Situation,

as the scientists described lit, and the ideal pituation, as the scientists '

wOuld-(like to see it, were r . as predictive of the performance measure's.

..
.

4

The analyses of the data from this study led to the conclusion that certain
other,steps had to be taken to develop an.instrument that could measure

%

organizational climate id thedegree necessary-that changes n huMan resource ,
management could legeto-imprOed organizational climate, and, consequently; 1

higher level's of organizational perf6r1Ence. One of these steps was level.
ofanalysis'. 'Instead of determining OM organization-wide level of arganiza-,
tional climate, the instalment should be able to measurvg .the climate ofthe
work group Zh which theAfndividual is located. SeveralsVork groups which

were'under the general supervision_of a higher-levelisupervisei could be
combined to give a idorek'global initication of organizational climate.

. t
.\

Subscores or scales based on the content categories of the individual items
' were another step that had ta be done.: These vales would measure various

facets 'of organizational climate that have.an effect on the functioning of

the individlial and of the work group.

The results of this study and the recommendations for further developme e"
the climatt instraent led to the development of the Management Audi Survey.

The MAS is described in great detail in the'next section of this repo t.

24
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CHAPTER II.I

THE MANAGEMENT-AUDIT SURVEY"

we-

Introduction

-i

Whea the Managemea Au4it Survey watfiTstco eived, tjle gen raY goal was
_ ,

to make a preliminarx_review or su7e f mana meat p actice ) using em-:

ployee deScriptions to_identify problem ornizatna1components,
whiCh could then.be subject to more thor t pToc Chires. The survey

of mana ent practices was vibe applied b,oadl -to l e.organizational

%coin ). ;hts t an eConomidal tate usingaadvanced c mpilt iechnigNe5. At

Atha tete,- the surVey quetionDaires were in use but ey were not tech-

..ni ally sophisticated, nor were the responses to the tionnaires effici-

-6 tly procesSed throughAhe2Ose of computer teChnolOgy.1 s a result of pre-

lous studies in organizational cliMate and sophisticated (lath processing.

capability, the Institute for. BehavioraltResearch in Creativity (URIC) was
.contacted to explore the feasibility*of developing a system that would not

have the limitations,of the then available instrumente'.
1

1

Although th nalysis of'management procedures was a topic of strong interest, .

to, both the r searchers and the-contractors (the Directorate Of Audit and

InvestigAtiOns), the combination of audit and organizational climate initially
represented a:relatively unique blendinCof'perspectives: Duting...the- course

of subsequent discUsSions, however, extensive coMmon ground was established

.to make the development of such in approach both(Ifeasible and 'attractive fOr

its applications and,POtential utility; e.g, in improved management, using

employees as'dbservers of orgarlizational procedures/dmProving perfOrmance,
and,!'in gogneral; stimulariagmore effective.use of personnel resources. ,

-Continued discusions, pilot studies,and a preliminary validation study
resulted iA the'--development of the Management Audit Survey sYstem as des-

cribed 4 thlt chapter. ,The systeuvoperates by providing an analysis'of
management procedures of small woi.k groups at the bottom of the organization

up to the top lev-As and includes sul3ordinate components of work groups at

dach lèttçl of the orgadization. Thai is, higher leversupervisurs receive

reports o their immediate..work group as well as a consolidated report on

subord ate work groups. In this manner the Organizational crimate of

the.work g ups within that organization'and of the-organization itsetf can

rbe exal4ned. The employees were selected as the group to survey, since
.therart the most directly affected by human resource management policies

.and praCtices. Theemployees live with these policies and practices, and

observe them.on a daily basis, and thus they'are in an.excelleni.position to ,

provide an overall picture of the nature of management practice'in an 'or-

_ganization.

The system survys a wide fariety of management practices. TheI91-score -

'

. areas coyered by the system are generally applicable across widely:differing4

kinds of O.rganizations. The individual items are generally concernedlitith
4 i
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perceptions.of relevant management behaViors,..as.epposed to ind,ividual feel-

ings of satisfaction or reactions to management bphavOrs.which were retained
. 7

in only a few scare areas

A score fog-lach'wolk group, cit Oganizational component, is obtained:by...

analyzing ne answers of the employees to the questions n each wagement
area. The average scores for the employees'in-each work gxoUP'aie:thencot-

pared to organizationrwide and divisional averages,'using the.twoYscoring-11.:.

systems described below. ..Each woik gr.5upof 5 yrmore. people iSlncluded.in.
the analysis.' The N restriction'ensures the anonkmity of the responses.Of-<

the employees, and.a
viduil will not undu

The data collection h

drages the responses, so that an extremell deviant indi-

y affect the score.

been handled on a-stateby-_State basit, with the.pro.

ject monitorsof the-Directorate pf:Audit.:And ?InvesSigatiOns of tho Depatt

ment of LAoor providing bothjormal anCinformal guidance tO'the participing
state personhel. The§* state personnel ar in charge pf the 'actual adr4ni

tration-pf the MASI Each employee tnIroUghout the stafe l§ given an addressct
envelope in which the:Completd'answer sheet0.'S p1aed..4this:procedure' en

sures theonfidenfialitY of the tesponsei.-of the4ndiyi4ual'-etployee-Thes*
erivelopes are vailed.to IBRIC for scoring-and anAlysis. Upon their arriv;V:

the answer sheets are examined.and "cleaned up" to ensure illat all f 0.44.6"

responses are read by the optical scanner.-
. , .

There has been areturn.rate.of over 90% fromevery staee surveYed,..*

for One, whichhad'a return rate of:-809-This-very high retilvnr404
cates the.general efficiendy ef the:System noW-heing used.;k404h.e''

_ .

acceppbility of the questionnaire to participating empley#0

0 Scorini Procedures-of the MAS

Two different §coi-ing methods are,usedto reportAhOlAS,,reiu ts..,..Each

scoring metRodprovides kcomparisdh,fOr each.woik group agaiifst : fwo hi'ffer- .

ent organizational Compodents. 'For instance, in thePepartme4 of Labor:,'

each *unit was compared.on each score-iO,bepartment:-Wide4Vetages and. tpAgerr-

cy.--wide averages. The scoring methodsare

1). Percentile ranks .This scoring method:takes 4nto accoun POitive, tleii

tral, and negative responses and permits'the supervisor to 'See ow Well a-.

particular unit did in comparison with,ailJ)fthe',.Units:in the Diefotrrar_
,

agency. In this scOing. Method, the DepattmentOr:agendy.average-OiiwAW:
-tile 50th percenji.le. ,If a unit has a score of.5.0. orbetter Lri. any maneage-:

pent area,. tha unit scored as well or bettet than' fhe,average of all the

employees'in the Department ot ageney. Any score Within the. range 40-0

should generally not be considered. as being either particularly:high or. low. .

since they are Close to the Department average.,-, .

. .

.

.

2) Percent favorable score. This scoring pethod.shOws the,actual percentage

lavoratle responsis-chosen-by'employees.,inLAescribing p. Managepent_area_

their organization. In this scoring method; the two most-positive responL

for each question are used. This methexi provides'information about_the

o erall leyel of:performance in eachscore area for the totalprganization

and smaller components. This .i.s.j.n contrast to the'percentile rank score

4 4 :
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where the score for,thetotal organization is at the 50th percentile. A
unit could have a low percentile rank coMpared tothe Department, but a high
Ilvel of favorable responses. This could indicafethat this management area
fs not of iMmediate concern to the superviser.

Interpretation.of till Scores of the MAS

Since the two scaring syStems provide different kinds of.information, the
systems can be looked'at individually, but provide more complete information
when they are examined together. Thepercentile rank score provides compar-
ative information on how a unit isViewed by employees relative to all the
units in the Department or agency. The percent favorable score shows the
actual percehtage of favorable responses made by employees in the organiza-

-
tion.

In analyzing the two scores, the superVisor should look first at the percent
of favorable responses. If the percentage.fo'r the unit is low in a.given
management area, for example, 30%, some attention shoul_d be d ted to,that

area by the supervisor. Even if the unit were somewhat abov average on
percentile rank, some improvement would still'be needed i the unit because
of the low percentage of favorable responses.

On the other hand, if the percent favorable score for th unit is high (70%
or higher), then a relatively low percentile score for t e unit may not be

, a cause for concern. The overall level of achievement might be so high in ,

the Department that a low percentile rank might be caused by the high overall
standing of the Department rather than dissatisfaction within a patticular
work group.

,

The supervisor must review the. results obtained, and-decide which, if any,
of:the management_areas are in need of attention. Whethef any attention

should be:devoted to a particular area would depend upon the score obtained,
and the importance of the score area to overall effective performance in' the
unit. Only a few areas should be selected for improvement since changes in
'a large number of areas would be diffictilt to achieve within a reasonable
time period._ Generally .speaking,.those.areasia_which_the work_group,has__
less than 50% favorable responses and where the unit falls below the Depart-
ment average will be those most in need of attentiol'. - 6

Development of the MAS Scores

The development of a highly sophisticated instrument such "..s the MAS requires
a number of relatively complex statistical procedures reviewed in this sec-

tion. Initially the factor analysis results on the.item level data will be
presented using individuals as the unit of observation. This analysis was

used to map,out the score areas and to identify targevitems.whiCh became
the subject of a second kind of statistical analysis--the item analysis pro-
cedure=-whi,ch will also be discussed. As a result.of the jhree separate

item analyses which were carried-out to assign items to_ ecific score

areas', the 19 score areas were finalized and are prese ted in this chapter.
Following the,presentation of the score areas and t ir interrelationships,
the next section in this chapter will deAribe the scoring procedure for fhe

-21-
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MAS. Ttiis will be followed by a presentation of the reliability of the MAS

in terms of.different reliability procedures.

Factor Analysis of MAS Iteas

As a result of the literature survey, Continued discussion with DOL person-
nel, and the pilot study results, 19 score areas were seltcted for measure-

ment by the MAS. Each score area was defined tentatively with five to seven

items per. score. A principle comlibnents analysis was carried out-on the item
level.data using the responses of 5,018 emplOyee's of the Department of-Labor.

Briefly summariz,ed,.this analysis resulted in 14 factors that generally' .

corresp'eit4ed to the a priori score area with four or more itemsdefining each

factor. he factors following were clearly identified.

D legation of Authority

SuperviSory Effectiveness

4
Planning/Administrative Efficiency.

I EEO for Minority Group* .
t

Opportunity for Promotiohs

Satisfaction.with Pay

Physical Working Conditions

Co-Worker Cooperation

Climate for Innovation

Work Satisfaction

Performance Feedback

EEO for Women

Operational Efficiency

Workload Balance

In view of the results found in previous studies, it.is particularly notewor-

thy that the individuallyfocused score of Work Satisfaction and Satisfaction

with Pay were. identified as separate factors independent from the other score

areas. These results indicate that areas of traditional concern in attitude

surveys can be identified separately from those factors concerned with or-

ganizational climate and management procedures.

The following -.score .areas .did. not -emerge -as- separate -factors...in. the.. analysis.

Upward Communication

Morale

Fairness of Management

Training Effectiveness
r.-

go Downward.CoMmunication
,

.

.

The items defining these five score areas generally tended to load upon the

Supervisory EffectiveneSs factor or upon another factor,which was concerned

with a particular source of information, that is, higher level supervisors.

Items that were concerned with higher level iupervisori or top;management

which loaded on this one factor were found in the Upward Communication,

Downward Communication, Morale, and Fairness of Man gement Score areas.

/r
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A review of the item content indicatedthat the factor could be well des-

cribed as Employee-Management Interaction.

A review of the data indicated that these originaltscore areas could be

maintained through item analyiis.and lateT more clearly defined by'trlb

development of new 61. revised items. Since it was anticipatea.,that separate

factors could be obtained fot these score areas, and since having the score

areas 8eparate would simplify and clarify the feedback procedure by providing

specific recommeftdations rather than diffuse global descriptions, it was

decided to pUrsue the development of these areas as separate scores. .Gen=

erally, the item analysis procedures followed revealed relatively clearly

defined score areas, especially for the Training Effectiveness score. irn,

the.principle componerv analysis,'only two Training Effectiveness items'

ere included, since fhe remaining items in this score area had a nonlinear

re onse°a4ernative. In the case8 of the other's-core areas, generally

satisfactoty convergent and dis'criminant Oalidity reSUlts were obtained

through.the iteqI. analysis procedures for ,the items in 'the separate score

areas.

Descriptio% of the Item Analysis' Procedures

The general ptocedure using item analysis techniques to develdp the final

score areas involved selecting items within each score area which correlated

higher with each other '(convergent validity) than with items in other score

areas'(discriminant validity). 'There were generally at least two items in

etch score area that met this standard. These items that met the desired

standards of convergent and discriminant validity became target Criteria for

an initial item analysis,procedure. In this procedure, all items in the

MAS were then cortelated with these initially defined tparget area scores.

Items were then assigned to scores on the basis of the score area'to whida

'they were most highly related. Items which aid not have patterns of conVer-

gent and discriminant validity sufficient to be asSigned to a score area'

were then examined in a second item analysis run where the initial target

store areas were expanded to include the items that had been identified in

the,first item analysis run. At the end of the third item analysis,'final

decisions-were-made.on.the,assignmen't,of,a11.iIPMS,.X.P,A11..§.9,9r er,areas. ......

An example,of the final result of this procedure is presented for the TrainingA

Effectiveness score in Table 2. In the upper part of the table are all the

Training Effectiveness items and the correlations across.the columns in.the,

table indicate their relationships above .40 to each of the score areas. tt

will be noticed that the relationships of the training items to the training

scores are substantially higher than their relationships to any other score

areas, iondicating the satisfactory nature of the convergent and discriminant

validity analysis as developed in the item analysis procedure.. Althoughsthe

training items and the correlations with the training score are somewhat

°inflated since they are part-whole correlations, the same pattern existed

during the earlier item analy8is runs When these were'not part-whole rela-

tionships. In the lower part of the table, starting with item 1, are indi-

cated all other items in vhe MNis which correlated above .40 with the Tpining

Effectiveness score and how these items were related to all of the MASI'

scores. These data were u8ed to review all of the othet MAS items making

sure that they were correctly classified and that they could not be mort

*
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Table 2

'Item Test-Eta Coefficients for' Training Effectil
kr

ITEM
MAS SCORES

# 01 02 03 _04 65 06 07 08 09 10 11 12 13

19 45 78 41 48 40

25 40 49'. 40 81 45 48 40

50 40 43 42 41 76 40 49 46

60 42 46 44 41 k 78 40
.

53 44

94 40 40 47 45 43 76 41- 48

1. 47 40 47 45 40 44 43

54 43 ':71 40 50 50 53 59 48

_0 47 81 41 45 48 49 50 44

1 24 51 43 72 49 ' 40 45 51 51 48

30 40 46 40 42 49 43 44 75 61

39 44 79 44 41 41 40 49 44

43 55 45 83 45 51 48 51 53 49,

44 51 50 _53 79 44 52 42 53 58

46 48. 42 48 do 48 46 43 53
49 53 49 43 48 43 42 47

'77.
59 83

51- 55 42 43 54 44 43 50 .58 84

55 53 4.1 46 41 48 79 48 53

56 59 46 52 40 48 48 48 47 61 58

57 49 40 52 44 43 65 43 49 48

63 44 65 481140 44 47 42 53 42

65 .51 45 68 45 49 52 59 57 47

66 56 41 44 47 47 , 45, 53 58 68

68 44 40 51 77, 40 48 50 41

71 47 48 47 56 41 46 43

76 53 41 82 42 46 46 48 50 ,44
77 75 46 56 51 42 44 41 50 48

78 51 50 43 75 41 46 43 49 58

79 44 45 46 79 43 49 46 50

81 43 42 47 69 43 43

3 . 71 41 41

35 40 44 48 44 40 66

89 49 40 44 44 '40 "46 41 40 7/ 49

90 50- 43 81 49 46 k9 48 33 44

95 54
.0,46

64 40 64 50 59 43 53 4

9, 56 48 54 46. 53 A- 41 49 45 46 53 .3
99 .50 43 56 52 51 81 43 55 50

*Only item-score etas above .40 with Training Effectiveness were used.



appropr- iately assigned to a particular soore area. This item analysis pro-

cedure was followed for each of the MAS scores before final decisions were
made about assigning items to a-particular score area. As a-result of this

analysis, the final score'areas described later in,this chapter were,developed.

An example of an item analysis printout with:location of various statistics'
,indicated is presented in Table 3. These data resulting from item analysis

prOcedures provide very compreheniive information 'abont individual iteMS
and their relationships'to all..sOme areas. Included in the analysis are

ihformation concerning the numbel7Of subjectS; the percentage responding,
and the percentage responding to each alternative, the item critetIon eta

providing information about nonlihear relationships,-biserial:andpoint-
biserial correlations.for each alternative with-each target criterion and .

other supplementary-inforination which provides for a very thorough analysis

of individual.items.

The end result of this item analysis procedure was the development of the 19

score areas included within the MAS..r

Description of the MAS Score Areas

The following descriptions of the MAS scores were taken frod the MAS Handbook

for Supemvisors. These descriptions provide a definition ofea-elyscor- afea

'and list the items that were incluaedstO asses; each score area. ) Also 4sted

- are the score areas that correlated most highly With.each MAS score. 1se
correlations were based on the intercorrelations among MAS scores and Ither

variables across work groups with a total sample size of 1,261 work groups.
Sipce these relationships mere based on larger samples than were available

at the time the Handbook for Supervisors were deireloped,there arp some slight

differences-in'these score areas listed. A completi table of score-interre-

lationships is presented in Appendix A which also ihcludes a presentation of

the IntercorrelationS among MAS scores across individuals. This later table

is based on an-N of 12,131,

f. FairnesS,of Management is a'measure of the degree to which management is

perceived as fair and just in its treatment of employees (quesIions 13, 67,

and-82).' This measure Includes-the extent to which fairness, and not
office politics and.favoritism, governs promotions and other job functions

(such as being selected for training, or having extended lunch hours, leave

or other matters overlooked). 'It also included the extent to whia credit

Is given to employees for work well done. As might be expected from the fac-
tor analysiS results, where Fairness of Management was hot a clearly defined

:factor, this score had a number of fairly high relationships with other MAS
scores.. It was most olosely related to: Upward 'Communication (.69), Morale

.
(47), Downward Communication (.65')', Supervisory Effectiveness (.61), Dele-

gation of Authority (.59), Peformanceyeedback (.59), and Co-Worker.Coopera-

tion (.59). It is particularly noteworthy that Fairness of Management is ,

viewed, by employees as being aicey factor in influencing the description of

a number of other score areas,-largely involving communication and morale.
Certainly Fairness of'Management kppears'to be a key factor in maintaining

effective operational procedures from the employee's viewpoint.

3 2
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not responding

to this item

Tabl e 3

1:-

Example of Item Analysis Pr ntout Showihg

Location'of Various'St tistics

Item number ---19

Ciiterion number 7

Item - Crit. Eta .78

Standard error foreta--,--4. .00
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criterion and alternative 1
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--Standard error for the biserial correlation

BiSerial correlation between criterion and alternative 1,-
0
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2. Delegation of Authority is a meaSure of employee perceptions of whether
they have adequate authority to resolve work problems independently '(questions
39, 59, 63^;=and 96).. This measure includes the authority given employees to
.plan theluork independently and decide how the work should be done. It alto

is a mpa of the extent to which lines of authority and rpspon4bility
are clearl3 defined within the unit. As would be expected, the. Delegation of'

Authority score was.most highly related to Climate for.Innovation (.6), indi-,
cating the iMportance f.personal freedom and organizational support far inno-
vative aCtivities The scare was also.highly,related to othe'ractors involving
personal commitment, such as Morale (.63) and an important collOonent of Morale,
Fairness Of Management (.59), followe&by other communication and organiza-
tional. procees measuret including Upward*CommunicatiOn-(.59)-,. Downward Com-
munication (57), Co-Worker Cooperation (.:54), and Operational Efficiency (.54).

.-,
i ,

3. Supervisory Effectiveness is a measure of employee perception of the
general effectiveness of supervition within the unit (questions 20, 24, 43,
76,- and 90) It measures the quality of tupervisory review and follow-up

.,

of work done within the Unit, the effectiveness with which wbrk is organized
and scheduled, and how the supervisor aids in'solving work problems. It,

is also a measure of the immediate supervisor's overall influence.on the
-way people in the unit perform. This score had a wide variety of important
relationt.with other MAS scores: It was most highly related to,Downward
ComMunication (.63) and Operational Efficiency (.62) and Was also related
to Fairness of Management (.61), Training EffeCtiveness (.59), and Perfor-
manceFeedback (-.59). Since the supervisor is the center of interaction
between employees and management, the pattern of relationships obtained
followed that which would be expected for this measure..

4. Planning and Administrative Efficiency is a measure of employee percep-
tion of the overall effectiveness of planning-and the level of efficiency

.

t

Within a .unit (questions 16, 68, 81, an .83). The measure includes the

amount cietime spent doing unnecessary aperwOrk, the amount of time wasted
due to pOor planning,-the number of times poor planning necessitates changes
'in instructions after work has begun,.anethe degree to which the rules and

e procedures of a unit facilitate or inhibit effective work performance'. The

Planning and AdminiStrative Efficiency measure, then, assesses4the kind of
planning structure which characterizes work group activity and, as such, it
was most related to Downward Communication (.56), Training Effettiveness (..53),

,

and Supervisory Effectiveness (.52).
...

5: Climate for Innovation is a measure af eMployee perception of the general
level of.emphasis on and openness to the development.of new ideas and
approaches to work 1)roblems (questions 44, 64, 78, and 79). The measure re-
flects how often discussions are held on new ways of doing things, how often
good ideas are sent up,to:the proper.Ievel for action, and how receptive the
unit is toward new ideas and approaches: Climate for Innovation had a-pat-
tern of relationships similar to that of Delegation of Authority mentioned
earlier, correlating most highly with Delegation of Authority (.68) and with
Upward Communication (.68), which in.part includes receptivity to employee
suggestions and ideas, as well as Morale (.61), Performance Feedback (.59),
CoWorker Cooperation (.58)i,and Operational Efficiency .(.58).

6. Work Satisfaction isa measure of the employees' reported general les7e1
of satisfaction with their work (questions 10,.18, 27, 58and 73). It mea-
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sures the extent to which the employee finds his or her work boh interesting
and enjoyable, how often the employees feel that the work offers the chance.
to accomplish something, and "how much overall satisfaction,they gain from'

the work itself. The individually focused Work.Satisfaction measure had a
pattern of relationsiiipvwhich integrated the concern of the individual and

the orgtnization. Tht''score was Most highly related to Morale (.59) and -

UpWard ComMUnication 4.49), indicating the extent to which the employee
derived satisfactiOn from inyolvement with the organization and acceptance'

of the organization of the individual's ideas and contributions. It was
also significantlyNelated to other scores which are of concern to the indi-
Vidual 'and the oiganization, i.e., Opportuhity for Promotion (.45),. Downward
Communication (.45), and Delegation-of-Authority (.4-3).

:7. Training Effectiveness measures employee perceptions of the effectiveness
of training given to members of th'e unit as well as how well training needs
are recognized (questions '19,'25,450, 60, and 94). The measure considers on-

the-job training, training for-new employees, training for new work methods
and procedures, and the adequacy of the trainihg received, "This score was.
most cicksely related to: Downward Communication (.67)1,'SUP'ervisory Effec-

timeness (.59), Upward Communication (.57), Morale (.57),. and Planning and Admin
istrative Efficiency (.53). Thus, the Training 'Effectiveness sure was

related to variablp whi.6 have a high component of stTuct and emphasis

upon obtaining organizational goals, e.g., the relationshifs with DownWard

Communication, Supervisory Effectiveness, etc.

8. Performance-Feedback is a measure_oremployee perceptions of the quanti-

ty and quality of the-work performance discussions held with employees n
.the unit (questions 38, 57, $7, and 99). As such, the Measure assesses the'

number of times work performance is discussed with an employee; to what
extent the information provided is useful and' yields practical suggestions

for improvement; and how employees'react to discussions of their work per-

formance. As would be expected, this aspept of communication--Performance
Feedback--was related tosother communication scores, specifically Downward

Communication (.60), which measuri the general flow of information downward

' to the employee, and Upward Communication (.60)-. It also had relationships

to-a variety of other scores as.would be expected; including.Fairness of.

Management (.59) and Supervisory Effectiveness. (.59).

9. Equal Employment Opportunity for Women is a measure of employee percep-

. tion of the general effectiveness of the equal opportunity programp for

women in the Department and the unit (questions 8, 28, 33, 45, and 69). The

measure includes the extent to which women have the same opportunity as men

to be hired and promoted to jobs within the unit, to receive training, to

'become supervisors, and the general level of success of the Department's

equal opportunity foil, women program. This Equal EmPloyment Opportunity for

Women score was basiZally a prigram evaluation measure which, as would be

expected, was mokt related to dhother program evaluation measure for assessing,

the effectiveriess'of the minorities program (.54) and to Fairness of Manage-.

ment (.37) as well as Upward and Downward Communications (.34 and .36; res-

pectively).

10. Equal Employment Opportunity,for Minorities is a measure of employee

perception .of the general effeqiveness of the equal opportunity programs

for minorities within the Depaitment and the unit (questions 14, 41, 48, 75,

-28-
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and 91). The measure considers the extent to which minoritierhdVe the
same opportunities as others,to be hired and promoted to jobs' within the

unit, to receive training, to become supervisorsi and the general level of
success of the Department's equal opportunity for minorities, program. This

management area was most,closely related to: Equal Employment Opportunity /

for Women,(.54), Upward Communication (.27), Fairness of Management (.26),"

and Downward Communication (.26). This program score on.minorities was
most highly related to the other program score on women with the next most

. ,

highly related measures at a considerably lower level of relationship.

11. Opportunity for Promotion is a measure of employee perception of the
general level of promotion opportunity within the unit and the Department

(questions 31, 47, SS, 70, and 88)e As such, the measure includes promo-
tion opportunities in specific lines of work, opportunity for promotions

th, within and from the work group, whether it is worthwHile to work hard for
.. promotions, and whether the opportunities for promotions encourage the
,employee to stay with the unit. This management area was most-Closely

related to: Morale (.66), Upward Communication (.60), Downward Communica-

tion (.51), Fairness of Management (.50). .Thus, 'the score area on ,....,..a....,-

Opportunity for Promotion seemed to be most closely associated with mea-
sures that'involved the acceptance of individuals into the organization

and the extent to which he feels involved with and recognized by mavge-

ment. The correlations with Morale and the communication measures reflect .

this orientation and theS'e were followed by the Fairness of Management

score, also an expected correlate of an Opportunity for Promotion score:
,

,

.

12. Downward Communication is a measure of employee perception of the
abilities of supervisors at all levels to communicate successfully with

employees at lower levels (questions 30, 46, 85, and 89). It measures whe-

1
ther employees know at results dre expected from work assignments, how

often employees are formed in adVance of changes affecting the unit, how
often an explanation of such a change is given, and how effective high level

supervision is in keeping lower-level employees informed. The Downward

Communication score was most highly related-to other scores which involved

a communication component, specifically, Upward Communication (.73)s, Training ,

-Effectiveness (.67), Fairness'of Management (.65),"and Supervisory Effective-

ness (.63).

13. UpwardfCommuffication is.a measure of employee perception of the degree

to which management at all levels is interested in and aware of employee

attitudes, problems, and ideas (questions.49, SI, 29, and 37). It measures

the extent to_mhich higher-level supervisors and top management are willing

to have lower-level employees express their ideas about problems as wel14,as

their 'willingness to consider and discuss these idea's seriously. This,*
Upward Communication score had a somewhat different pattern of relationships

than the bOwnward Communication measure, although the two were:highly related

to each other (.73). The Upward Communication score involved Fairness of,

Management (.69), Climate for Innovation (.68), and Morale (.68), which

represented a somewhat different pattern of relationships from the other

communication measures.

14. Satisfaction With Pay is a measure of employee perception of the gene-

ral adequacy of their pay (questions 5,.26, 40, 61,.and 84). The measure

includes perceived adequacy of pay in relation to assigned work compared to
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other similar jobs, and to the local cost oz>f living. It is also a measure
of how pay affects'employees' attitudes toward their work. This Satisfac-
tion with Pay score was the other measure which was largely focused on indi-
vidual as opposed to organizational characteristics and it had a pattern
of relationships with scores which were of concern to the individual, namely,
Opportunity for Promotion (.38), Morale (.34), and Work Satisfaction (.31).

15. Morale is a Measure of employee perception of the general state of
moralTiiiThe work unit .(questions 1, 32, 93, and 97). It_measures the
extent to which employees compare their work group favorably with other
groups as a place to _work; see themselves as having a good future in the
organization; and would stay with the unit if offered a similar job elsewhere
at the same pay. This management arpa was most closely related to: Upward
Communieation (.68), Fairness of Management (.67), Opportunity for Promotion
(.66), Delegation of Authority (.63), Downward Communication (.63),.and,
Climate for.Innovation (.61). Thus, the Morale score was of'pervasive 2
importance in terms of a substantial number of variables which had high
'relationships. These relationships cut across organizational characteris-,
tics involving communication and fairness as well as characteristits impor-
tant to the individual, such as Opportunity for Promotion. .

1
16. ysical Working Conditions and Equipment is 4 measure of employee per-

ion of the overall quality of physical working-space and equipment,
(questions 7, 21,.36, and 72). It is a measure of the quality,of'light,
heat, air equipment, supplies, work space, furniture, and cleaplAness of
restrooms and other facilities. This management area was most Dlosely
related to: Morale (.39), Opportunity for Promotion (.36), Climate for
.Innovation (.29), and Training Effectiveness (.29). ,Thu,1=*sical.
Working Conditions and Equipment score had a pattern of fairlY limited rela-.
tionships with the other MAS scores, being most hy related to measures

1Which were of general concern to the individual. v.

17. Co-Worker Cooperation is a measure of employee perception of the level., .

of cooperation among co-workers in their unitio(questions.2, 42, 34, 53, and '

71). It measures the amount of free information, exchange between workers,
the willingness of co-workers to assist each other in completing the work,
their ability to work.together to accomplish unit objectives.; and the extent
of any unpleasant disagreements in the group. The Co-WoOkr Cooperation,
measure.was a key factor in the Operational Efficiency meallare, correlating
more highly with Operational ficiency. (.68) than any other Measure. It

was also related to other measures concerned with important organizational
characteristics such as Fairness of Management 1.59), Climate for Innovation
(.58), and Morale (.57).

4.

18. Operational Efficiency is a measure of employee.perception of'the work
group's ability to produce high level work effectively (questions 11, 17,
62, 80, 86, and 92). .It'measures how well the group handles difficult pro-

.

jects; solves problems that arise; works under pressure; meets objectives.r.
and readily adopts new, more effective approaches to problemS. *I'he Opera-

tional Efficiency measurelvas most highly related to Co-Worker Cooperation
(.68), followed by Supervisory Effectiveness (,62) and 'Climate for Innova-
tion (.58). jt is noteworthy that the Opera
a high relationship with Co-Worker-Cooperati
supports the overall emplysis of the MAS on
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tive Use. The other two correlates of this measure involved the center of

organization operations--the supervisor--and its orientation toward improye--

ment.,-.0verall, the Operational Efficiency measure appears to have a very
meaningful pattern 001trelationships o other MAS scores. '

19. WoAload Balance is a measure of employee perceptions Of the degree to
which.the amount of work requirod of the wotk group is.appropriate for the

number of employees in the group; this includes, whether there are too dany

.or too few employees to handle the heaviest and the usual workloads, and
tfArhether there is too little..sor too much work to be done (questions

42, and 74). Although,the Workload Balance score liad only limited relaltion-

ships, the pattern was what might have been eipected in tesms of emplode
views of effective matching of work to staff, as it cOrre4ted most higIlly

with Morale (.26), Planning and Administrative Efficiency (.25), Satisfaction

With Pay (.25), and Training Effectiveness (.24).

MAS Handbook for Supervisors

/
The MAS Handbook for Supervisors is sent to ..each swervisor.of five or more

employeesoewho.receives-a computor printout.ot,tie MAS iesul-es. The Handbook

provides information concerning: '-'
7

1) ...the two scoring methods;

2) the nature of the 19 score areas;
- 11

) 3) the computer feedb
a1141Cf.

port; and
. . 4..,

4) suggestions that can be used to counteract low scoreS.
. .

,

Reliability of the MAS

In the development of any psydhometric instrument, an important'consideration
is the determination of the reliability of the measures. The analysis of .

reliability may take different farms depending on the nature of the instru-

ment and the purposes for which. it waetdeveloped. For the MAS, a minimum'

level of analysis was needed on the internal conSistency of the score areas.

For this kind of reliability analysis, the relationships among items de-

fining a score area were examined to determine the consistency with which

the area is measured. High internal coqistency coefficients can be ob-
tained either through highly related items,,or through the accumulation of

a large number of items which result in a thorough samplin. of the items

within each score Aea.

In either case, the intent is to.obtain measures which would be represelitW-

tfve of what would be obtained if a,larger pool of similar items was used.

Internal consistency coefficients for the MAS were deterdined through the

calculation of alpha coefficients (Nunnally, 1970), and are presented in

Table 4; In this table, the average item relationshipS of the items in

each score area ae also'presented. In view of the'limited number of iteMs

-- per score area, the alpha coeq,icients are highly. s tisfactory. Typically,

internal consistency'coefficients for most publishedlinstruments range in

3 9
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Table 4

Internal Consistency Coefficients and Mean Item
Intercorrelations For MAS Scores 1

Score

Internal Consistency
CoeffiLents

Mean Item
Inteicorrelations

Fairness of Management

Delegation of Authority

.78

.70

.47

.37

3 Supervisory Effectiveness:, .88 .59

4 Plan. & Admin. Efficiency .72 .39

1+

15 Climate' for Innovation .81 .51

6 Work Satisfaction ..89 .62

7 Training Effectiveness .88 .60

8 Performance Feedback
N.,

.76 .44

9 EEO Women . L .86 ,,..:" .56

10 EEO Minority Grbups .
.88 ;60

11 Opportunity. for Promotion .84 :51

12 Downward Communication .74 .42

13 Upward Communication .78 .

14 ,Satisfaction.With Pay .80. .44

15 Morale 78

t.
.47

16 Physical Working Conditions ..63 .30,

17 Co-Worker Cooperation .83 .50

18 Operational Efficiency .85 .49

19 Workload Balance .86 . .61

4 0
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the .80's,and .90's, but such coefficients are-obta
than are present in the MAS.

with more items

Only one of the score areas in the MAS has an internal consistency coeffi-
cient below .70--the Physical WorkinvConditions andEquipment score--and
this is not'surprising, since items dealing with facilities and equipment,
lighting, etc. should not be highly related. The results can be summarized e

by indicating that,the mean alpha coefficient of the MAS scales is .80 and
that 11 of the 19 score areas had alpha coekficients of above .80.

.The data screening procedure--SPECTR--developed to identify random responses
and other forms of bad data also contributed to the reliability of the MAS
scores. This procedure will be discussed more fully in a later section of
this report.

Another form of reliability, which is crucial when the MAS is to be used for

the analysis of work group data, concerns inter-rater reliability. ;That is,

the agreement or the reliability of the observations of employees describing
management procedures within a work group must also be high. Obviously,

low levpls of agreement between observers would indicate individualized
reactions to the management environment and would not identify problems
which were pervasive to all employees wititin a unit. The intraclass correlams,

tion technique (haggard, 1958) is'an excellent statistic for this purpose,
even though the intraclass has been infrequently reported or used in the

literature. The intraclass correlation coefficient provides q indication

of the inter-rater reliability of the average scores of the ttiffk groups

studied, as"well as a measure of statistical significance of the results
obtained. The magnitude ofithe intraclass correlations obtained are depen-

dent upon the agr ement of observers within work groups and the differences

between work gro s in the scores on any given measure. With high agree-

ment within .gro s and large differences between work groups, higher infra-

class correlati s result.

Table.5 presents the average intraclass correlations obtained fc- rhe 19

score'areas across six states and the Department of Labor.' The high intra-

class on Morale indicates that the members of a work group agree about the_

,
level of Morale present in that work group, and that the level of morale

would differ from or work group to another. The low intraclass correlation

found on th Satisf tion,With Pay score indicates that there is some

consistency r agreement within'work groups, but that this score cannot

differentiat among work groups at the same level as the Morale score.

Since comparable data,on intraclass correlations in climate measures have

not previously been reported, these results warrant additional discussion.

For example, if a random distribution of sample means from wo,k groups were ,

obtained where there were no consistent effects of managemen* that were

uniformly or consistently described by employees, the distribution of sampl*

means ,by definition would apptoximate aat of a normal chance distribution,

with no significant differences beyond chance for the work g'roup means.

There would also be no significant relationships of the work group measures

from the MAS with any type of organizational performance criteria.

If only,very slight levels of agreement were obtained or if differences

between work groups were only due to clasSifications of personnel on homo-
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'Table 5

'Average and Range,of Intraclass Correlations
for the 19 MAS Score Areas Across.Seven Organizations

Score Average Range

Fairness of Management .43-.61

2 Delegation of Authority -56 .40-.71

.3

4

Supervisory Effectiveness

r 111,

Plan. & Admin. Efficiency

.63

.60

.55-.67.

.45-t70

5 Climate for.Innovation .58 .35-.75

6 Work Satisfaction .44 .15-.63

7 Trairiing Effectiveness .51 .30-.60

8 Performance Feedback .43 .27-.56

9 EEO Women .47 .30-:65

10 EEO Minority Groups .33. .10-.49

11 Opportunity for Promotion .48 _ ,437,50 ..

12 Downward Communication .45 .30-.57

13 Upward Communication .57 .45-.65

14 Satisfaction With Pay .47 .32-.63
4

15 Morale .68 .60-.75

16 Physical Working Conditions .72 .58-.80

17 Co-Worker Cooperation :66 .56-.73

18 Operational Efficiency .51 .07-.62

19 -Workload Balance .63 .45-.76
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geneous individual differences, then large categories of data such as males,
females, older workers, certain personnel classifications, etc., would be
needed to obtaip,meaningful and signifiCant relationships with other kinds
of variables. This is the typical way in which attitude data are analyzed.
,However, with significant intraclass relationships as found in Table 5,
results can be reliably reported on individual work groupsl-which do reult
in highly significant statistical differences. The use of the intraclass

correlations to assess work group agreeMent and differences between work
groups thus,ptovides a very important assessment tool, and dempnstrates a
form of reliability and consistency which has not characterized previous
research.

The Validity of the MAS

The ultimate purpOse-of the Management Audit Survey 'is to improve the use

of our nation's human resources. Such an abstract statement of the limg-
term goal of this research has a number of components when analyzed by
operational definitions. Initially, and historically; such studies can be
thought of as looking at the analy0s of work attitudes and satisfaction by
individual descriptions and .reactions to standard qUestionnaire items,
which are then used as indicators or tentative indices to provide information .
about other more distant and abstractly measured criteria, e.g., the satis- -

faction or dehumahization of the work force in a period of rapid social

change.
AI

ThiS level of analysis is concerned With individual perceptions of'satis-
faction with organizational procedures and the primary focus of analysis is
upon the individual and his respOnses. Alternately, such research Can be

viewed through an organizational perspective. At this level of analysis,

work groups become the crucial component and individual responses are
averaged, removing the effects of idiosyncratic perceptions from the analy.sis.-

If-the-ultimate -objective-of- such -research-is -to bringabout-higtier -levels
oforganizational performance, and work satisfaction, then MAS variables must
be analyzed through wOr4group data where the relationship of MAS peasures
to organizational performance criteria and average levels of satislaction

can be examined. Thus, throughout the deyelopmental sequences of the MAS,
..obtaining\tvcesstb organiiational criteria was an important and necessary
'step Wore the MAS could actually be evaluated on the long-term goal of con-
tributing tO more effective human resource management as well as being useful

at the individualf-level of analysis.
. .

When the,opportunity,to study the Employment Service and Unemployment Insurance

operationS in variolls states arose,-a variety of possible performance measures

on these organizations becate available. -Unfortunately, there was a wealth of

information about local office performance, but no systematic treatinent'of

the nature of organizational performance criteria-their limitations of relia-L

bility, relevance,'redundancy, predictablity, etc.,.. and other standards,f6r

performance criteria were not known.

A whole host of measures(were.colletted and reported on local office opera-

tions included in the Employment Service Automated Reporting System (ESARS).

Essentially, this procedure collected very exteRsive information of the type

of persom applying for services, a record of all processes or activities
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carried on A4th the appliOant while he was being served or not served, and
findlly.processed or eliminated from ES rolls. Discussions with Employment

Service personnel about available data provided generally discouraging in-

formation about theii reliability, relevante, and, contamination with situa='
tional effects, etc.; in short, their general utility as indices of either

local office performance measures or as criteria which could be used to

monitor actual performance-and bring.about higher levels of Employment Ser-

vice performance was at least limited.
6

Ideally, of course, performance. criteria 4n.serve,as crucial guides for

the developffient of any organiiation in monitoring its development, evalua-

ting achievement, diagnosing deficiencies or opportunities for improveinent,

providing feedback about process and outcome measures and integrating_these

concerns fordecision-making at all levels of_the organization. In the long

run, research on performance criteria Should be'integrated with research on

human resource'management in a systems.perspective with other management

ipformation system data to present information of value to each level of the

organization in a timely'and clearly understood fashion, to bring about

higher levels of performance.

The available-database for an examination,otthe'relationship between MAS

scores and various Employment Service perforthance criteria was obtained in

the State of Pennsylvania, where data on 78 local offices Were available.

In these 78 local offices, the number of MAS respondents varied, depending
upon the office; but only offices with three or more people were considered

in the analysis. There were a total of 963 employees in these 1oEal offices.

Data were also available on 539 employees in,73 Unemployment Insurance

offices, and 123 employees in 22 employment offices in the State of Missouri.

The procedure followed in carrying out the validation study of the MAS

involved computing average scores on the MAS for each local office--a routine

procedure in the processing.of MAS data--developing criterion measures for

each'Iocal office, and correlating the seti-of measures:- Eecause-of the

Jack of previous research, a great number of possible criterion measures

were. examined. Beoause of the extensive nature of these data, only a small

portion of the criterion study results will be presented here, that portion

that appears to have the most relevance.for future research and EmPloyment

Service action. Table 6 presents the validity coefficients ofthe MAS scores

withselected performance criteria'.

,These results ini.cate that the percent of first payments of Unemployment

Insurance completed in a timely basis, according to the state criterion, was

predictable by.a wide variety of MAS scores. Significant zero-order validi-

ties were obtained for 14 of-the 19 MAS scores--e.g., Operational Efficiency.

(r = .47), Training Effectiveness (r = .37), Fairness of Managethent (r = .34),

etc. This criterion is largely one involving completion and processing of

paper work, according to administrative procedures. -Thus, there appears to

be some indication of construct validity in the nature of the MAS-performance

measure relationships.

The two criteriaobtained from Missouri were the intake cost per applicant

and the employment cost per applicant. Both of these measures indicated

the costs assigned to thiS fuhction-by't4 accounting system. Since these

criteria were stated in cost results, relationships with the MAS scores

4 4



Table 6 41

Validation ok MAS Scores for Different Orga
Performance Criteria and Geographical Lo

I.
MAS Score

Ale-

qf.-Z'. 4 e.
N,

,,'

,..0

O

(5
o

4-
IP -5-

O".
o

N.,

1. Fairness of Management

2. Delegation of Authority

3. Supervisory Effectiveness

4. Planning & Admin. tffic.

34**

.34**

.34**

.2.9**

-.44*

-.37

-.37

.03

-,1.f

-
-.10

-.21

.11

S. .Climate for Innovation
.32** -.36 -.28

6. Work Satisfaction .
.13 -.23 -.24

7. Training Effectiveness
.37** -.41* -.18

8. Performance Feedback
.22* - -.38

9. EEO Women
.36** -.25 .13

10. EEO Minority Groups
.12 -.22 -.11

11. Opportunity for Promotips .15 -.31 -.18

12. Downward Communication
.14' -.32 -.18

13. Upward Communication
.28* -.27 -.04

14. Satisfaction with Pay .20 .11 .31

15. Morale
.34** -.32 -.02

16. ,physical Working Cond. & Equip. .24* 03 . .02

17. Co-Worker Cooperation
33** -.23 .04

18. Operational Efficiency
.47** -.47*

19. Workload Balance .28* .13 .24

------------------------ .

1Unemployment Insurance Offices, Eastern State, R = 73.
2
Emp10 t Service Offices, Midwestern State, N = 22.

3
Employme Service Offices, Eastern State, N = 78.

*a < . 05

**E < .01
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should_be negative, that is., high MAS scores should be associated with low..

cost per unit Of output:,The results indicafed'that the expected pattern

was obtained. For the intake cost -per-applicant, the key scores, which had

significant Validitysoefficients, were Operational Efficiency and Training,

Effectiveness. The intake process is, again, a clerital, procedural pro-

cess,.and.the sameAwe meastres had significant validities against a some-

what similar criterion in a different geographical location in a different

kind of.organizatiop. Essentially all of title MAS.scores had negative re1a7
,

tionships with this criterion measure, as was.expected.

On Employment Cost per Applicant, two scores had significant relationships.

These were Operational Efficiency (r = -.39) and the Performance Feedback

score (r = -.46). Again, themajority of the MAS scores tqg negative validi-

ties as expected against this criterion that involved-the number of place-

ments and the total costs-for that placement.

The next criterion listed, in'Table 6, Job Development Placements per Appli-

cant Available, was a,kind.of innovation measure, involving the number of

job openings ceated as a percentage of the total applicants served. This

criterion was,predictedsat the .05 level of significance or beyond by'three

MAS scores: Climate for Innovation (r = .41), Co-Worker Cooperation (r =

.32), and Operatienal'Efficiency (r = .24). The innovation.score in the

MAS was the most highly relafed to this innovation measure, another indica-

tion of the construct validity of the MAS.

The neXi criterion Measure, Referrals per Placement, was a process meakire

dealing with efficienOy, involving the number of referrals made per place-,

ment. This criterion was predicted significantly by 10 MAS scores., Siiice

this measure is an indication of the relative inefficiency necessary to'ob-

tain a:placement,'MAS scores shouleLhave a negative relationship tO this

score, i.e., when a high number of referrals had to be made to obtain a

placement, one. would,expett that management procedures were relatively

inefficient in" the Use-of-hubari resources.. The stores with significant

relationships'with,this'criterion were Planning and Administrative Effi-

ciency (r = 7.37), Co-Workal.Cooperation (r = -.33), Operational Efficiency

(r = -.33), etc.
,

The next criterion, Placements per Applicant, was a perce*of potential

measure', involving the number of individuals placed as a percentage of

applicants available. It was predicted at the .05 level or beyond by 13

of the 19 MAS scores, including Performance Feedback (r = .38), Downward

Communication,(r =..33)Upward Communicati (r = .33), Woik.Satisfaction

(r = .31), Planning'and Adminisitative Effici (r = .29), etc. Since'

this 'criterion measure is a key one for Emplo nt Service operations, that

is, the percentage ofLclients served, the number of MAS scores that correlate

significantly with it is a further indication of the importance of-the re-

sults. The most valid'score for this criterion, Performance Feedback, was

also the most Valid sc*re in,predicting the similar Missouri criterion--

Employment Cost per Applicant. These results suggest that the key factor

in obtaining a high number of placements is frequent attention to this as-. .

pect of Employment Service operations.

The final criterion listed in Table 6 is Service per Applicant, which

involved the number.of applicants placed, tested, counseled, and trained

-38-
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expressed as a percentage of the number of applicants available. This
measure was predicted by eight of the MAS scores. The most valid MAS
score was Operational Efficiency (r = .36), followed by the,Co-Worker
Cooperationtscore = ;32).

J
These data can besummarized briefly by saying that the MAS was signifi-
cantly related to a number of different performance criteria in different
geographical locations and that a meaningfulfy consistent pattern'of rela-
tionships existed between the MAS scores and the different performance
measures.

Data Processing Screens

An importafit part of the MAS system, which has contributed to.the results
described'above, was the application of certain scoring procedures designed

c-
to select those MAS data which were reported in an accurate.and sincere
manner. PriOr to application of the SPECTR screens described beloW, the
code numbers reported on the answer sheets were checked for accuracyjf
only 1 or 2 individual§ used the same organizatiqnal code. ReSpondents

with code numbers which did not appear in the code book were deleted from
the data bank.

With any survey endeavor of the MAS-type, a certain amount of erroneous
data ks returned by the particippts. 'This may come from several sources,
such.as participants responding-in a random fashion, responding to most or
all questions with a particular set, answering only some of the questions,
marking the same response alternative to the items,,losing the place on the
answer sheet, etc. With most surveys, many errors of this type are included
in the analysis. However, within certain statistical probabilities, much of
the more blatant forms of erroneous data may be eliminated.

SPECTR is a computer program developed by IBRIC to ovei-come the error that
results from response sets, random responding, etcjThis program screens
out all respondents who answer the MAS in obviously;'biased ways, and does
not allow their deviations to influence the results. The percentage of
answer sheets typically rejected by the various screens has been about 10%.

The amount of error represented in this percentage would obviously have made
a tremendous difference in the interpretation of results and in the relia-

bility of measurement.

The SPECTR screening procedures involved the following parameters:

1) Number of'illegal responses--the answer sheeNsed for obtaining responses
to the MAS was designed to accommodate questions with five alternatives. How-

ever, certain questions in the MAS had fewer than five alternatives." This',_--,
allowed the respondent tO mark a response on the sheet which did not appear

in the questionnaire. Such a response was called an illegal response. A

large number of illegal responses could indicate that the respondent was
not attending to the questionnaire, was not marking responses in the approp-

riate area of the answer sheet, was deliberately making erroneous or random
responses, etc.

2) Number of missing responses--this is simply the number of items not
responded to, or left blank. Illegal responses were also counted as missing

-39--
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responses. It/was felt that a large number hissing responses indicated

an unwillingness to cooperate, inadequate time to answer all questions, setc.,

and the resultant area scores would not adequately reflect the organization's

level on the dimension measured.

0

3) Within-Score Consistency (WSC)--given a set of score areas, each con-

tainihg relatively homogeneous items, a score can be computed for each

participant based on the average variance among the items in each score

area. This average within-score variance for the set of 19 MAS score areas

-, is called the Within-Score Consistency. A large WSC score indicated that

the respondent did not.tend to respond similarly to items which had similar

content and may have been marking responses on the answer sheet in a random

fashion. An extremely smail scorewould also indicate that the respondent

was not responding meaningfully to the items that made up a score area and

was deliberately answering to the same degree to each item (e.g.; all posi-

tive or all negative); in short, there was very.limited variability in the
,

employee's responses. Cutting scores for each'end of this distribution
were set so thatapproximately 5% of the subjects were rejected for random

response patterns, and less than 1% of the.subjects'were rejected for rigid

response patt4r4p. As a check of the effectiveness of these computer screens,
50.answer sheAt4were filled with random responses and processed. All 50

of the answer slieets were rejected by SPECTR. Twenty-two were rejected by

the illegal r,sponse screen, which was the first applied; the remaining 28/
cases were rejected by the random xesponse screen. Thus, the reliability

of these procedures was very.good.

4) Across Score Consistency (ASC)--extremely favorable or uhfavorable res-
ponse patterns resulted when subjects attempted.to portray the working en-
vironment either in an excessively positive or excessively negative manner.

These screens were based on the rationale that, if a number of scores were

not correlated, it was extremely unlikely that a person would obtain a con-

sistent pattern of very positive or very negative responses when a mdre ran-

dom patter*twould be expected. The situation is somewhat analogouS to ob.-,

taining alljleads in tossing ten unbiased coins, where the probability is

the productof the individual probabilities: A sample of approximately

5,000 cases was used to determine the relationships among scores. Nine

pairs of variables were then selected which had near-zero correlations. For

each near4Zero r, an individual's score'for one variable was multiplied by

the score0n.tne.9t1iir variable; these were then summed so that an average

cross-product score could be obtained for the variable pairs selected. Those

who had excesSively high (unlavorable res"ponse set) or'excessively low (favor-

able response set) average croSs-product scores could thus be creened out.

While exact probabilities were not computed because the correlations were,

in fact ,
not zero, it is not very'likely that many satisfactory or legitimate

cases were rejected., ,In the Department of Labor data, less than 3% of the

cases were rejected fOr a favorable response pattern, and less than 1%-Tor.

an Unfavorable'response pattern.

sAll of these screens helped to ensure that the resulting data concerning the

characteristics and operating procedures of the individual units were more

accurate. These screens represent an unusually sophisticated analysis,

whichds'not yet available on any other similar management system.

4 9
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=nary

The unique properties of the MAS allow it to be used as a.separate system
or to becombined with other organizational audit and development functions
to give a more:thorough ahd in-depth analysis of the situation in any par-
ticular agency or organization. The MAS offers an excellent:system for
'analyzing the human resource management practices of an organization, or,
-on a larger scale, it can assess the current organizational climate and
offer recommendations for correcting problem areas.

The features of the MAS that,can be stressed would include:

.1) Each supervisor of five or more employeq receives a,computer feed-
back'report describing the state of human reource management for that
work group across 19 score areas. Higher levels of management $. ve
individual feedback reports, copties of reports received by subordinate
.supervisors, and a combined rep6rt for all employees subordinate to him.

2) The MA$ was designed with:an underlying behaVioral-emphasis. 'This em-,
phasis facilitates the development of programs for conakructive change as
..theAestionnaire itself contains descriptions of those activities.which .
can lead to improirement of a Orticular management procedure. This beh
vioral emphasis alad qntributes to:high agreement among employees withi
a work group.

.

3) The sYsteffi offera twoAinds of scoring information--a percentile rank
score, and a_criterion-referenced scoxp--so that both comparative and ab-
aolute inforMation are available to facilitate effective interpretation
of the results.

4) The MAS Handbook-for Supervisors provides direct, behaviorally-based
suggestions for Organizational development for each of the 19 score areas
and information which will aid in the interpretation of the scores.

5) The system uses a sophisticated computer program to screen, out variout
response patterns and thus increase the reliability of the scores fed back
to each work unit. The response patterns excluded by-the program include
random response,patterns, excessively positive or negative patterns, re-
peated response patterns, and excessive missing and/or illegar responses..

,d

6) The system has unusual reliability for its length, as all scores except
one have internal consistency coefficients'of .70 or better. Furthermore,
the MAS uses intraclass correlations to assess agreement between observers
where highly significant results have been o6tained on all 19 scores.

.7) Although relevant performance criteria for this kind of instrument are
difficUft to obtain, significant validity_coefficients have been obtained
to indicate that the MAS can predict brganizational performance measures
relevant to human resource management. To illustrate, a variety of organi-
zational performance criteria.concerning the operation of Employment Service
offices in two.states, and a productivity measure from Unemployment4Insurance
offices have been predicted.significantly with a variety of MAS scores:,

5 0
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7h: ha:7, also shown a pattern -of significant .relationshis with
-:hrfLous control scores such as office size'and mprkload. 'These results.
-,)rovide guidelines for certain aspects of human resource management that_

can bn followed to overcome the situational variables which impact on the

organizational performance measures.

9) Extehsive norm data have been accumulated on over 20,000 emploms.
The return rate for the instrument haS been surprisingly high,.generally.

greater than 90%.

10) Specific training deficiencie can be identified and ireatment provided

only:to those areas of the organization in need, thus making fOr more,effec-

tive and economical organizational development. The use of the MAS in train-_

ing programs should be highly.relevant since problems of transferring course

content to the work'situation should be essentially eliminated as training

data can be based on the trainee's own work group.

In view ofthe significant results obtained, further researcls and applica-

tion of the system were warranted. The,current research efforl was concerned

. with the generalization of previous results and with the dexplopment.of the

system in a study of management procedures, ES performance, and a number of

control scores in six staies.
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'11,MCEDURE

04ter will pres6wethe>procedures followed dur, es.9sarch,

14 .
ppapg with a descriptibn of;the sample. The saw, 0 will in-

e.descriptions:of,the data collection procedur number of indi-

yiduals'completing;the Management Audit Survey,Jand the number of work

groups.inCluded in the ana1ysis of the criteria, conirol scores, .and MAS

data. :This section will be followed by a discussion.Of the criterion pro-

blem; w ich, as in any research of this kind, is of paramount dmportance.

A des i tion of the'control scores considered in the study and how they

were 1 zed to,examine'their impact on El6 performance criteria.will be

discusse next. Finally, the chapter will condiude with a description

of the.data analysis procedures used io examine the interrelationships

of the MAS criteria, and control scores.

Description of the Sample

TA* MAS data were collected through the efforts of the Audit and Inves-

tgation, regional yepresentatives. They,and the monitors from Washington

visited the particiPating states, and arranged for the administration of

-.the MAS. The states included in the study were selected on the basis of,

, their general representativeness, willingness to coollerate, and the judged

quality of their criterion data. The participating states of Missouri,

_ North Carolina; and Tennessee had been studied with the MAS in June of

1974. New data collection was carried out in the. states of Ohio and Texas

in October of 1975 and Mississippi was added in December of 1975. This 0

array of differerit time periods of.data collection provided an additional

benefit to the study, as different economic conditions were in effect at

kthe time of the data collection, providing an opportunity to assess the

impact of the control scoreS under varying edonomic, and geographic conditions..

A description of pe number of subjects included in the study,from each

of the particip ing states is presented in Table 7. -The table shows

estimates of t e total number of employees from each of the states, the

numberbf answer Sheets scanned for each state, and the resulting parti-

cipation rategiOtthe MAS. The overall average return rate for the six .

states studi.X.wwqs 91%, a remarkable participation rate for studies of this

kind.. The tab:also.presents the number of.subjects that_were dropped

from the sttictir, the specially-developed computer program SPECTR before

average scores for each work group were computed: Inspection of this

table indicates.that the random response screen was responsible fbr de-

leting the largest number of answer sheets. At the bottombf the table,

the total number of subjects deleted from each state is presented, together

with the number of subjects, that were used for the computation of the MAS

results. Finally, the table presents the total perdentage of subjects re-

jected. This percentage ranged from a low of 5% in North Carolina toa
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Table 7

Number of Subjets Rejected from the Sample for
Each State and the Total Sample

MS MO NC OH TN TX TOTAL

Population Estimate 920 2000 1588 3200 1301 3900 12909'

Identifiable Answer
Sheets Scanned 909 1795: 1387 2899 1129 3748 11867

%iReturn 99 90 87 91 87 96- ,92

SPECTR Screens:
.

1.

" Unfavorable Responses 1 7 7 38 5 25 83

Favorable Responses 6 ,34 12 32 29. 119 232

'Random Responses 26 76 36 145 48 193 524

Rigid Responses (WS0 9 ' 11 4: 11
..

. 8 .21
0

64:

Missing and Illegal 13 4 4 50 6 39 116
11, 0

/
Bad Code- Number 5 24 12 14 5 88 148

'
Total Dropped 60 156 75 290 ,:. 101 485 1167

gi Rejected 7 9 5 10 9 13 10

Feedback N 849 1639 1312 2609 1028 3263 10700

41k,
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high of 13% in.Texas, with an overall average of 10% for the total sample.

The availability of a sophisticated computer program Such as SPECTR to.,1

eliminate bad data is obviously an important benefit to the study.-,

Since the primary purpose of the study:was to examine the relationshiPs

between various performance meaSures-and management procedures aS assessed

by the MAS, the loCal offices included in the study had to.be comparable

in their opportunities for criterion. petformance. ThuS, from the'total

sample presented in the previous table, all personnel not in ES offices

were screened out, and the remaining'sample of local offices was further

screened on other characteristics. Jk.list.af these screens and the number

of offices eliminated by each are presented in Table 8;'-SeVeral of the

screens listed on the table overlap, and Many offiees would haxie been

Screened out for more-than one reason.Screens 1 or 2 were applied to

those offices identified as missing either'MAS.or ESARS criterion data.

Screens a and 4 were designed to eliminatethe very small or very large

offices. Since the MAS was designed to,fociis primarily'on the management

problems of each work group throughout an organization, extremely large

work groups, which were not representative-because of their size, or.

extremely. small groups, where there were not sufficient observers to. .

obtain stable estimates, were Screened out. The Sth screen, on type of

office, eliminated offices where criterion data were.not directly compar-'

able to the bulk of the total sample. Screens 6 and 7 were very similar

to screen'3 which eliminated verrsmalr.offices where the criterion dat

were less likery.to be reliable. the 8th screen applied only to Mississippi,

where there were a nuMber of local offices with.MAS data available; hut'.

ESARS data for these offices had been combined and were'not available sep-

arately. 'When the ESARS measuees for móreAhan three.fOcal offices had_'

been combined,.those offices were eliminated from the Mississippi sample.'

While the remaining offices in the combined sample represent the vast

majority of ES offiCes in these. states) Ibnd Should provide some rgeneral

applicability.for criterion findings and MAS."relationships, the removal

of different kiii.01 Of.offiCeS-dOes-limit the-generality of the-findings

of the.study to similar kinds'of Offices.

-the.:*Criteri**alyiem

The definition and quantificatiOn ofTerformance goals, objectives, and

standards for individuals,:and organizationsjias traditionally been labeled

the criterion problem. This is ,a,subject,which ha generated mUCh discussion,

but limited reseaTch,, and evengess consenSus about how implicit and explicit

issues should be resolved.' '

..,DeSpite the lack of consensus Aong investigators concerning the criterion

problem, one facet of agreement can be found--its paramount importance..

Performance criteria serve as the crucial guides for the development of

any.social program or organization in defining the goals of the organiza-

tion, monitoring their development, evaluating achievements, diagnosing

deficiencies or opportunities for improvement, providing feedback about

process and outcome measures, and integrating these concerns for decision-

making at all levels of the organization. One of the more interesting

and recent treatments of the criterion problem, which reviews a number of

issues inherent in the area, is an article by Jam4(1973). He reviewed
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Table 8

Number of Local Offices Eliminated from the Sample for
Each State and the Total Sample

MS MO

Total Number of Offices

Screens:

36 70

1. No,MAS Data 0-- 11

. 2. No ESARS Data

MAS N Less Than 3- 12

101

4. MAS N More 'ran 50 0 2

5. WIN, CEP, CETA, Job Bank,
Casual Labor,Itinerant,
Rural Manpowe 29

6. Applicants Available
Less Than 100: .-0 0

7.

8.

Placed Less Than.50,

More Than fèe .Offices

0 14

. Combined ol ESARS Data 8 0

1..

Total Offices Screened Out \.14 38

Remaining Offices 22 3.2

NC OH

72 118

31

2 11

0 2

14 .34

5 2

5

0 0

TN TX TOT L

31 124 451

0 10 58

9
23

15 , 48

4 10

1 35. 113

0 1 8

0 13 36

0 0

17 53 11:.: 53; 186\

* -55 65 20 71 265

5
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various criterion models, including: 1) the.ultImate criterion model,
which.argues for general measures or an overall oomiosite; 2) the multiple
criterion model, which argues for separate treatments for separate criteria;
and 3) the general criterion"model, which adopts a systems perspeytive in
its deVelopment--including individual differences, task demands, organize-
'tional reward structures, and training and development experiences-which
leads to organizational outcomes that are interrelated to the inputs and
protessmeasures through feedback loops. These approaches are not neces-

sarily mutually exclusive and JaMes argued that a necessary consideration
for criterion development is.construct validation procedures Where measures
or indicators are combined through theory and empirical data.

The ES performance measures examined in 'the study can be folvid in Table 9.

These measures were selected on the basis of a review of the results ob-
tained in the pennsylvania study and from measures developed, or suggested
'by other contractors. There are a number of comments that are appropriate

concerning this table. To begin with, the list itself is quite comprehen-
sive, covering a wide variety of different kinds of performances which ES
'offices carry out. The table considers functions pertaining to applicants
employers, to special target groups, special services given to applicants,
as well as a number of internal effectiveness ratios and two measures of

quality of placements.

The Measures were also tlassified by type of criterion measure. These

are indicated by the parenthetical letters whi:ch follow the individual

criterion measures. The-three types were as follows: (A) measures of

output in relation to cost; (B) level of performance measures; such as
the percent'of applicants plar:ed; and'(C) penetration measures with which
the performante of the local office was compared to the total market
activity, such as the numbev of applicants available expressed as a pro-
portion of t 'tal unemployed uithin the coUnty served by the lopi
office.

The fact that all of these measures involve.some kind of tatio with shared

termsquakes their analysis accordingto methodological dhd psychjmetric

standards more difficult. These standards of sensitivity, redundancy,
reliability, con:Aruct validity, tontemination, etc., will be discussed

when the criterion relationships. are ,presented. The sharing of common

terms in numerator and/or denomPhator.also made difficult the use of
certain statistical techniques which have been widely used to examine
criterion relationships (e.g.,'factor analysis). The data, howeVer,

could be analyzed for reliability for four of the six states, where
quarterly data wexe. obtained. These states were MississippNorth
Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas. Yearly data only were obtalned.for -

Missouri and Ohio and, thus, an analysis of their reliab'ility through

correlations of data,from adjacent quarters could not be carried out.

An important consideration in the analysispof criterion data is the

extent to which they were contaminated by SItuational variables, or,

as they are more typically called.in the pSychometrit-literature, con-
trol variables.--variables which have an impact on either the criteria or

the predictors and make unequivocal interpretations of the results dif-

ficult. In the analysis Of ES functions, these cohtrol variables were

5 6
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Table 9

° Examples of Criterion Categories
anU Individual ES Performance Measures*

I. Iabor Exchange Function

Applicant 'Service Function

1. Individuals Placed / Applicants Available (B)
2. Individuals Placed without Training / Applicants Available (B)
3. Applicants Available / Total'Unemployed (C)
4. Individuals Placed / Total Employed (C)

Employer Service Function

5. Openings Filled / Openings Listed (B)
6. Openings Listed / Number of Employer Contacts (B)
7. Dpenings Listed [Total Employed (C) *

II. Extended Services

Special Target Groups
- .

S. Composite Measure(s) of the following ratios: (B)

Veterans Placed/Veterans Listed
Minorities Placed/Minorities Listed
Poor Placed / Poor Listed
UI Claimants Placed / UI Claimants Listed
Migrants P1aced4/-1igrants Listed
Women Placed /'Womenlisted
Handicapped Placed Handicapped Listed
Youth Placed / Youth Listed
Older.'Workers Placed: / Older Workers Listed

Spetial Services

9. Individdals Placed,
Applicants Tested + ounseled +,Enrolled in Training

10. Applicants TeSted Counseled + Enrolled in Training
App'ttcnts Available

\

III. Internal Effectiveness Ratios

11:: New Applicants / Total Intake Cost (A)

12: Referrals / Individuals Placed (B)
13. Job Development Placements / Applicants Available B)
14. Inactivations / ES Positions (B)

15: Individuals Placed / Total Cost for Employment (A)
16. Iiidividuals Placed / Direct Employment Costs (A)

17% Openings Listed / Direct Employment Costs (A) :

18. Individuals Placed / ES Position (B)

IV. Quality

9. Long-Term Placements / Applicants Available (B)
20. High-Wage Placements / Applicants Available (B)

(B)

(B)

*Letters in parentheses indicate classificatibn of measures in the following criterion

models: (A) Measures of output in ielation to costs; (B) Level of performance measures;

and (C) Penetration measures--extent of service.
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very important. As.pre/ious research has demonstrated, they have sub-
stantial and highly significant relationships with the kinds of perfor-
mance measures listed in,the table.

Description of the Coll.trol Variables
e-78

In the analysis of the u'introl variables, previous research studies were
reviewed to develop measures which potentially could have some impact on
ES performance at the local office level. These measures included internal
varii les describing the nature of each local office, such as:

Workload (Applicants Available/ES Positions)

Claimants as a Percentage of Applicants Available ,

Special Applicants (including Veterans, Minorities, Poor,
UI Claimants, Migrants, etc., as listed in Table 9) as a

Proportion of Tbtal Applicants

Since previous rese
important variable
also included in th

ch had indicated that size of office was itself an
fluencing performance, different size measures were
study, such as:

Applicants Available

ES Positions

Also important in assessing ES performance has been the type of labor market"

' situation in which the office is located. A number of variables were iden--

tified and assessed to evaluate labor market factors. These included:

Total number of unemployed worArs

Percent of workers employed in large firms

Percent of workers employed in manufacturing industries

Percent of workers employed in construction industries

Unemployment rate

These control variables were analyzed in a number of ways to increase the

understanding of their impact. The procedures used included the computa-

tion of zero-order correlations between the individual control variables

and the criterion measures; a factor analysis of the contrOl scores to de-

termine their underlying structure; and, finally, a multiple regression

analysis of the control variables against two key performance measures.

Data Analysis of MAS Scores,
Control Scores, and Criterion Measures

The MAS results for the participating states were obtained by determinin
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the percentage of favorable responses in each of the states on each of
the 19 score areas, so that some insight could be obtained about the range
(../4f management procedures in the states studied. the: relationships between .

the MAS score's and the Control variables, and the validity of the MAS scores
in predicting selected criterion measures were examined through correlations
on the total sample. In addition, an analysis of selected validation results
in selected states was carried out to clarify the implications of the research.

The methodological procedures followed in this study do not in any way convey
the difficulty involved in working with these kinds of performance data.
Initially, the investigators had been concerned that the"criterion.data
should be tightly sequenced around the administration of the Management
Audit Survey so that the management procedures in effect.at the time could
be related to the performance measures. This also obviously applied to
the c6htro1 variables. Thus; the,early data analyses carefully maintained
the order orthe criterion data in relation to the administration of the MAS.
However, as the data_analysis proceeded, it became clear that the error in
the criterion data outweighed the time sequence of the criteria in relation
to the MAS in imfmrtance. To illustrate, criterioi data were obtained in
Missouri,and Ohio for the year preceding the admini tration of the MAS.
If it were necessary f6r criterion data to closely s rround the administra-
tion of the MAS, the criteria from these states shoul have been less pre-
dictable than from statei where the criterion data surrounded the MAS ad-
ministration. However, it was found in the states where longer time periods
were considered, e.g., the preceding year, that higher validities Wese
generalrly obtained. Thus, the concern in-the literature about organiza-
tional climate data being more valid for time periods considerably in the
future ol immediate in the past was not Verified in this study. As a
result of this experience, all of the quarterly ESARS data were collapsed..
The data were averaged across time periods when separate quarters were
available. However, the quarterly data did allow analysis of the relia-
bility of the criteria which was an imptant outcome of the study.

,
,

Furthermore, examinat4on of the data by quarters and by type of office
indicated extensive v iation in the performance measures for local offices
and for states. The normalization procedure described below was very help-
ful in removing some of the idiosyncracies in the dtta. In addition, re-
moving offices which had a specialized function, such as WIN, CEP, CETA,
and other such classifications.of offices, helped to make the remaining
offices more comparable onethe!performance criteria. "Still, there were
some extensive differences in offices by state. Either states used
ferent kinds of data collection and reporting procedures, or there wete-
extensive problems in how the data were reported within the,states. Tb

s'vesolve these problems, the data were inspected ,by hand to remove highly
improbable scwes. This hand inspection only removed fbureffices from
the total samgTe studied, but helped to make the resulting findings more

,rePresentative.

Another procedure followed was the elimination of offices which had one
or more impossible measures, i.e., placing more than 100% of their appli-
Allots, etc: The results of tgese screening procedures will be presented
along with the discussion of the reliability of the criterion data.

For a number of reasons normalized scores were used in the analysis ofr u
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all data, unless otherwise indicated'. 'The shape of raw score distribu-
tions, many of which were highly skewed in this siXudy, may have an undue
influence on how variables are interrelated. The normalization procedure
rank ordered all of the scores, and then forced these rank orders into a
normal distribution with a predetermined mean and standard deviation.
This procedure controlled the effect of skewed distributions, the extremely
deviant work group, and made the resultingtdistributions appropriate for
a variety of statistical techniques.

The correlations between the raw score and the normalized store for the
criterion measures generally ranged above .90, so.the/procedure did not
alter.the position of any one Ark group in a rank ordering of all the
work groups. These high interrelationships would normally indicate that
either raw or normalized scores could be used, without any difference in
the iesult, but the normalized scores were used for the reasons summarized
below.

1) The normalized scores'had a more varied pattern of interrelationsh4S,
suggesting higher levels of convergent and -discr.iminapy. Nalidity and thus
greater construct validity than did the raw score inteiTplationships.
That is, conceptually similar normalized scores correlated Morehighly with
each other ttan did the corresponding i*scores.'

,

1'
2) The normalizing procedure reduced the effects Of anywork grtioupg Plat
were extremely different kom the other work g'röupçs in a-siatel.without ,

losing those woik"groupsvc--1.ittercorrelation4resultssorr'ilerinalized meAures

-reflect the.entire samptO[and-arecnot an,araiact of 'one or two 9xtremely4
different'work groups.

tr-
A

3) Thb,notmAlized,s,core4:m* neacly meethe Aquiretnen oestatistical
prOtedures (e.g. hOMoscedasp'ici.ty). .

4) -Normatizingtho sCOie7 ithin stateS.allOWe'd 01e7dat'ato* combined .

actoss státe ev, th2ug the criterion map.sures:WeTe for tffernt tIMO
,

periods', &sc. . 9
4.'

,

4'

0,
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GRAFTER V

RESULTS

This presentation of the results will begin with the analysis of the cri-

terion data. Initially, this will involve presentation of the reliabi-
lities of the criterion measures and other problems encoyntered with the
data. The intercorrelations of the criterion measures will then be dis-
cussed and certain other advantages and limitations of the various cri-
terion measures will be pointed out. A discussion of control scores will

- follow and will involve zero-order correlations, a multiple regression
analysis of the control scores against selected criteria, and factor
analysis of the control scores. Finally, the chapter will conclude with
a presentation of the results Obtained with the Management Audit Survey.
These data will be related to the control measures and to the criterion
measures for the total sample and 'for selected measures by states.

ES Performance: Criterion and Control Scores

Analysis of Criterion Reliabilities

In four of the six states Used in thill study--Mississippi, North Carolina,
Tennessee, and Texas--criterion scores for different quarters were avail-
able. Thi,t is, for.the quarter preceding the administration of the MAS
and the quarter succeeding the administration, separate sets of criterion
data were available. On North Carolina and Tennessee, the second quarter
preceding the administration of the MAS was also available. For,Missouri

and Ohio, only yearly data were available.

With repeated measures availabl& over time, the reliability of the cri-
terion measures could be determined. If the criterion measures were re-
liable indicators of the,performance of ES local offices, then there should
be a similarity between the score reported for one quarter and the score
reported for another quarter. Ami differences found between the two quarters
for a given work group might be accounted for by error, asonal differences,

or by unusual circumstances, either in the local office or .11 the maTket

environment served by the local office. With lessreliable criterion Measures,
predictions by any set of predictors :...re increasinily more difficult because

the scores are composed of error variance, not common or specific variance
which would be stable across occasions. With unreliable data, the situa-

tion is limilar to having a moving target, where the performances of the
local offices within a state vary across time.

The reliabilities of selected criterion scores for the four states are pre-

sented in Table 10. These criteria were selected to represent different ES
functions and to simplify the presentation of the results. These-selected

criteria generally represented the more relevant criteria based on all the
evidence available to the investigators which is presented throughouethts,
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Table 10

Reliabilities of Averaged Adjacent Quarterly Data
on Selected Criteria

Criteria

1. Direct Employment Costs
per' Placement

2. Placements'per Applicant'
Available

3. penings Filled per
penings Listed

4. Placements per Job
Referral

5. Placements per ES
Position

6. Proportion of Special
'Applicants Placed

Number of Offices with Some
Quarterly Data Dropped

NC OH* TN TX

:so .$0 .32 .72

.59 .66 .50 .80

.58 .77 .69 .79

.59 .75 .50 .88

.55 0 11.13 .74

.67, .64 .56 .86

0 3 34 2 12

*Yearly data only available.

6 2
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chapter.' The selected criteria represented generally different kinds of
measures for focusing on Cost.per Placement, Percentage of Applicants
Placed, Openings Filled as a Percent of Openings Listed, two effectiveness
measures of Placements per Job Referral and Placements per ES Position',
and, finally, a special services measure, the Proportion of Special Appli-
cants Placed.

The reliabiliti,es, where such measures were obtainable, varied by state.
In Missilssi.ppi, all of the reliabilities for the'selected measures were
below :60,except for criterion 6--the Proportion of Special Applicants-,)
Placed--which was .67. While the reliabilities tend to be consistent,
conventional standards for reliability are at least .60, if not higher.
Thus, the reliabilities from Mississippi were low from a psychometric point
of view. In North Carolina, quite a different picture emerged as all of
the Criterion Measures had reliabilities greater than .60 and, in some
cases, were as fligh as .80 (for the criterion measure of Direct Employ-

-ment Cost Per Placement). Tennessee was another state where reliapilities
of criterion measures tended to be unusually low, ranging as low as -.13
for Placements per ES Position. The Direct Employment Cost per Placement
also varied rather markedly, with a reliability coefficient of only .32.
With low reliabilities, of course, the perfornancesof the local offices
approach th4 of random numbers and represent 'seribus difficulties in the
criterion measures. For Texas, generally satisfactory reliabilities were
obtained as all Of the reliability coefficients were above .70. This is

a much more desirable state of affairs where effective criterion measures
have been available.

Since'quarterly data could not be obtained from Missouri and Ohio, relia-
bility information Was not available, for these states. However, the yearly
data would tend to be more reliable than quarterly data, averaging out'any
unusual circumstances that might have occurred during that time.

Also shown in the table are the number of local offices Aith some quarterly

data dropped. These were local offices with performance measures which
exceeded possible limits, indicating obvious errors in the reporting system.
For example, such inaccuracies of measurement include& more placements than
applicants available, more openings filled than listed, more placements
than referrals, etc. Although North Carolina tended to have generally reli-
able criterion data, this was only after A number of offices had data deleted.
When final average data were computed for North Carolina, 34 offices had
at least one.quarter of criterion data dropped because of apparent report-

. ing errors. Tennessee also had a fairly high number of errors in the data,

as 12 offices had at least one quarter dropped. Altogether, 6Q local offices
had some quarterly data dropped because the reported scores were not possible.

In view of the relatively modest reliabilities and the number of errors en-
countered in the data, studies of Employment Service performance are dif-
ficult, due to the limited stability of the performance measures. Also

difficult are policy decisions and higher level management procedures when
accurate performance data are not available. These results suggest that:

Quality control procedures should be carefully reviewed so
that more effective and accurate performance measures can be
obtained.

6 3
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Alternate and simplified reporting procedures should be
considered to obtain accurate performance Measures of
ES offices, both for use at the local and at the national
level.

Important policy decisions should be supplementedWith
additional information whenever possible to reduce the
impact of any error inherent in the data.

A measure of the accuracy of the reported data should be
**ncluded as one of the measures of ES local office
performance.

In vieW of the limited reliabilities, the total sample of offices was
further screened so as to exclude CiTt6iion measures in selected states
where the reltabilities/ were below .60. This procedure, in,effect, re-
moved the majority of the 'measures from Mississippi and Tennessee but in-
cluded essentially all of the measures on Missouri, North Carolina, Ohio,
and Texas. -The resulting,sample size for the analysis of the criterion
intercorrelations and foil the validity results presented later in this
chapter was approximately 265, but some data were missing for some of the

criteria.

Analysis of Criterion Interrelationships

The intercorrelations among the most relevant criteria (Variables 1 through
6) together with correlations of other criteria which had policy impli-.
cations for ES (Variables 7 through 15) are presented in Table 11. Vari-
able 1 (Direct Employment Cost per Placement) had a pattern Of at least
moderate negative intercorrelations with the other criterion measures in-
cluded in the study. This measure of cost would be expected to have nega-
tive intercorrelatians as%higher costs are a/measure of less effectiveness.
The correlations, with Individuals Placed per Applicant Available, Percent
'of Openings Filled, and Individuals Placed per Referral were all modest.
The correlation with Individuals Placed per ES Position, which is the
major component of the cost figure, was considerably higher (-.66).
Difect Employment Cost per Placement had a pattern of noticeably lower

'
correlations with all of the rest of the criteria included in the study,
indicating a lack of convergence with these criteria.

Variable 2, Individuals Placed per Applicant Available and one of the key
criterion measures in the Study, correlated with Percent of Openings Filled
at a modest level (.30) and higher with Individuals Placed per Referral'
and Individuals Placed per ES Position (.56 and -.51, respectively). These

correlations indicated that there was some tendency among local offices
,that scored high on one performance criterion to score high on other quite
different kinds of performance, Measures'. However, the results also showed
the complexity of E§'OperationS-, 'as a number of measures were necessary to
adequately represent and assess ES performande. Certainly these criteria

represent anidmportant spectrum of ES, activities. Individuals Placed per
Applicant Available correlated very markedlY with the Percent of Special
Applicants Placed, as might be expected, since they had similar components.
The Percent of Applicants Placed also correlated highly with Variables 9
and 104 which also shared componentg_with Individuals Placed per APplicant
.Available.
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Table 11

Selected Criterion Score Intercorrelations

Selected Criteria: 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 ,15

)) 1, Dir, Emp. Cost/placements

2, Indiv. placed/Apps, Avail. -25 --

3, % of Openings Filled -30 30 --

4, Indiv, Placed/Referrals -39 56 64 --

5, Indiv. Placed/ES Positions -66 51 34 45 --

6. % of Spec. Apps. Placed -19' 94 30 50 44

col
Less Relevant Criteria:

7, Job Dev, Placements/Apps, Avail. -09 34 10 2/ 15 37 mi

9

8. lnact. with No Serv,/ES Positions -12 -60 13 -12 26 -63 -42 --

9, Long-Term Placements/Apps, Avail, -12 82 00 28 38 80 47 -65

10. High-Wage Placements/Apps. Avail, -20 63 -OS 16 30 61 21 -43 59

11, Apps, Avail,/Total Unemployed -12 42 34 38, 50 32 , -01 02 14 18 --

12. Indiv, Placed/Total Employed -23 67 50 58 65 61 -02 -23 40 40 71

Openings Listed/Total Employed -20 60 34 44 43 53 -09 -37 30 36 64 86, --

14, Ind, Placed/Apps Tested+Couns+EnrTrng -09 39 22 23 40 )36 22 09 34 15 JO 21 11 .-

15. Apps Tested+Couns+EnrTing/Apps Avail, 10 04 -12 ,04 -16 11 02 -31 12 10 00 10 14. -80 -- 66



Variable 3, the Percent of Openings Filled, had modest correlations with
the selected crfieria.except for Individuals Placed per Referral, where
the correlation was..64. This latter correlation is suggestive of effec-
tiveness in handling the characteristics of the employee and employer as
the two measures of Percent of Openings Filled and efficiency in the place-
ment process were substantially'related.

The Individ4als.Placed per Referral measure (Variable 4) also tended to
have generally modest correlations with the balance of tfie criteria studied.

This process measure had some convergence, but certainly no duplication or
substantial overlap with other criteria.

Variable 5--Individuals PlacedePer ES Position-4as one of the most impor-
tant criteria in the'study, particularly because of its significance in
the Balanced Placement Formula. This measure correlated highly with costs-
and percent of applicants Placed, and also correlated .65 with Variable 12
(Individuals Placed/Total Employment). However, the latter correlation is
partially due-to shared terms, the numerator, which are very, important in

interpreting these data.

The composite Percent of Special Applicants Placed (based on the number of
Minorities, Ybuth, etc. placed, divided by the 4pyrespondinvnumber listed).
was so highly related to Individuals Placed per'APplicant Available (Variable

t--"-

2) that it could have been elimin ed oM the study. However, it does

represent an important function o ES services and thus was retained. The

measure was most related'to other measures which confained similar terms,
having placements in th numerator and the denominator consisting of
applicants available.

, Criteria 7 through 15 w e measures'which were examined throughout the
course of the study, but which seemed to have somewhat less relevance for

ES operations as standards of effective performaaie. Some of these measures

do, however, have important implication4ofor ES *orations. For example,

Variable 8, the number'of indiViduals Inactivated with no Service per ES
Position, had a pattern of somewhat marked correlations with other criteria,
thus suggesting its possible use as a measure of ineffectiveness. However,

close inspection of the relationships indicated that, a number of the cor-
relations were relatively low (e.g., with Percent of Openings Filled, the
corr-lition was only..13). In addition, this measure was substantially re-

latee t control Variable, Workload ( .91). Because this criterion

was s highly contaminated by Workload, e measure was not further consi-

dered as an important criterioi measure. N ,

Theptwo quality measures (Variables 9 and 10),. dealing with the number of
long-term and,high-wage placements per applicant available, tended to have
generally modest relationships with other variablos, except for the marked'
correlations with the other perCentage of applicants placed measures,
addition, these quality measures had relatively,low means. Other analyses,

not presented here, examined high-wage and long-term placements as a percent
of total placements. The results showed marked variations between local'

offices, and these measures had zero or negativejplationS to'Performance

on the other selected criteria. These-fesultsgest that high-wage and
long-term placements are not an important,°integrated part of ES-operations,

6 7



and warrant more attention'both in future research and in the practices
of management.to bring about higher levels of performance on these quality
of performance Measures.

Variables 11, 12, and 13 were all penetration measures dealing with the
amount of,service rendered.by the local office in relation to the,amount
of economic activity in the county served by the local office. These
measures had some problems associated with them, even though the correla-
tions with the selected criteria were generally satisfactorx. When the
local office is the unit of analysis, matching the local ofticCin an
appropriate manner with the county served is difficult. Thus,.at the
local office levek, there were only a limited number of.offices (67) which
could be accui*teIY linked to a specific county where economic data were
available. Inall other cases, there were wo or more offices,in.one
county or onti office serving a number of counties and the lines of service

could not be-tlearly identified. In handling these data, only offices
.serving one county were considered. Thus, the.sample for these measures
was small. These measures were:relatively Strongly influenced by office
sized, correlating generally In the =:50's with the denominator, indicating
that the offices in the larger cities were less efficient on thesetriteria.

The last two variables in the matrix, 14 and 15, were concerned.with spe-
cial services given to applicants. Variable 14 dealt'with the number of
placements expressed as a.percentage of the.number of applicants tested;
counseled, or enrolled in training. Variable 15, the number of applicants
given these special services expreSsed as a percent, of applicants available,
wasa,similar measure, .The latter measure, dealing with the extent of service
to aPplicants, had,zero or very low correlations with all the other criteria
except Variable 14 with which it shared common terms. Although VariabIe,14

..looked somewhat more relevant, with somewhat higher intercorrelations, the
placeMent term An'the numerator was a contributing factor in'the results ob,,
tained. In view of the essentially zero relationships of Variable 15 with ,

all other criteria, the results indicated that the expenditure of effort
on testing, counseling, and ttaining of applicants-did not voui to resUIt

in higher levels of ES performances. These services might be'justified

on other grounds (e.g., better service to applicants), but there was no

immediate observable payoff in ES performances..

. These results suggest that:

ES performance consists of a number of complexly inter-
, related components. The underlying management practices

which can have an effect.on one aspect of performance.must
be considered for their potenTial effect on'other important
performance areas.

fo, Measures of cost of ES performance are related to delivery.

of service, suggesting that those management practices'whi0
underlyost effectiveness are either'related tO other
practices affecting non-cost measures of'performance, or
haVe a general effect across areas of performante.

The quality of placement measures (high-wage and long-term
placements) had-limited retitionships to the other ES per-
formance criteria, i.e, high levels of performance on these
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measures did not go hand in hand with high levels,of
other perorMance indicators. Management practices
which emphasize and increase this area of perfor-
mance should be considered if high quality Of place-'
ments is to remain a goal of ES offices.

The modest but consiStent relationships of the efficiency
measure of Individuals.Placed per Referral with the other
criteria indicated that'general efficiency of operations
was an important contributor to the performance of ES
offices across.meaSures.

Criterion-Control Score Relationships

The intercorrelation Of selected control sco es and their relationships
critL are presented in Table During the course of

the study, a IlIfe number of control scores weç examined for theisr in-
fluence on performance measures of ES offices. wically, these measures
had an interesting pattern of relationships with'ielected criteria.

/Workload, which was assessed by the ratio of applicants available to ES"
positions, had a very meaningful pattern of relationships with tlie seledted
citeria. To illuqtrate, high Workload, where there weTey.a,..great number of
applicants to serve in relation to the staff available, ieSUlted in lower
cost per placement, i.e. , 4here was a positive lonefit in having high Work-
load. But this benefit was associated with a lower percent of applicants
placed (r = -.46), The correlations.of Workload with variables 3 and 4;
Percent of Openings Filled and IndiViduals Placed per Referral, were essen-
tially zero, making no difference. But on variable 5, Individuals Placed
per ES Position, a positive relationship was again obtained Tr = .44).
This result indicated that high Workload was associated with another form.
of effectiveness, a productivity measure of Individuals Placed per ES
Position. Workload was also correlated -.50 with the Percent of Special
Applicants Placed. Because Workload had a differential impact on two im-
portant goalS of ES operations, this phenomenon will be discussed in
greater detail later.

Vax'iable 8--Ui Claimants per Applicant Available--also bad significant
correlationS with some of the Selected criteria, correlating most highly
with Variables 2 and 6, which dealt with the percentage of applicants
placed. Nier correlatiOns tended to be very low, indicating an inconse-
quential impact. The results obtained with percent of UI claimants and
percent of applicants placed indicated that local offices with a large pro-.
portion of ui claimants in the total applicant pool placed a lower peventage
of their applicantS. For reasons which cannot be determined from'the'data,'
these individuals were apparently more, difficult to place.

Variable 9--Proportion Special Applicants--had a pattern of relationships
with the selected criteria similar to, but somewhat lower.than, that of

UI Claimahts per ApplicantAvailable. The exception to the pattern was with

: Individuals Placed per ES Position; special applicants were apparently
somewhat more demanding of ES staff time resultin lin lower productivity

(r = -.33). Variables'10 and 11--the two size m Ures of Applicants Avail=
-able and ES Positions--had very similar patterns of'correlations with the
selected criteria as would be expected since the correlation between these
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Table 12

Intercorrelations of Control Scores
with Selected Criteria

Variables 7 10 11 12 13 14

Criteria:

1. Direct Employ. Cost/Placements

2. .Indivi Placed/Apps. Avail.

-37 16

-46 -52

19

-40

32

-35

47

-10

35

-48

17,

-16

01

03

0
3. % of Openings Filled 07 -08 04 -2 -22 -50 -21 05

4. Indiv.)31aCed/Referrals '-12 -21 -08 - -56 -29. 02

5. Indiv. Placed/ES Nsitions ,44 -18 -33 -18 -39 -34 =22 3

6. % of Special Applicants Placed -50,A5 -38 -24 02 -35 -06
( ,

Control Scores:

7, Work147d (AA/ES.Posititons)

8. UI Claimant/Applicants Avail. 37 --

9. Speciar-Apps/Applicants Avail. '10 22 --

10. Total Applicants Available 12 08 20 --

11. Total ES Positions -36 -07 14 82 --

12. Total Unemployed 06 22 13 6,6 53 --

13. % EmplOyed in Large Firms -08 00 -08 -26 27 46 --

14. % Employed in Manufacturing

15. % Employed in Cim&ruction

16. Unemploymen

6

-01 13 -08 -04 05 O3i31

-06 -07

15 16

-02

.00 =34

-10 ,03

05 -03

03.-07

07 -31

28 31 25 12 -08' --

35 31 30 09 -02 23 -08 18 03- --
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,two size measures was .82. certainlOhe general indication of the re-

x,Y
sults for these twe variables was t t large offices were less efficient'

on the criteria studied. In gene , both of these size measures had neg-
ative relationships with each of the selected criteria.

Variable 12 through 16 all dealt with characteristics of the community in
which the local office was located. Variable.12 assessed the total number

of unemployed.workers. within the communi0 and tended to.have a consistent
and fairly strong negative impact on ES performance. All cgrrelations

were ab9ve .30 in magnitude, indicating that, in counties where there were
a largd number of unemployed workers, the local offices tended to perform

less well on the performance criteria. ,This,result, to some extentparal-

leled.those from the other size-measures. Varigble 13, he percent employed
in large firms'within the county served hy the local office, might have .
been expected to have positive relationships with ES performance, since

it would indicate a limited number Of films to be contacted and to serve.
,Yet, contrary results were oUtained, evidently becaUse the large firms
tend.to be located in areas where there is also a large number of unemployed, )

workers, i.e., the correlation between the Percenetmployed in Large Firms
and the total number,of.unemployed workers withinithe county was :46.
Although the percentage of workers employed in lakge firms had a. negative
impact, the correlations did tend to be modest. Variables.14, 15, and 16

all generally had rather slight impact on ES performance, although unemploy-

ment rate. did Correlate-negatively with the percentage of applicants placed

and the Percentage of special applicants placed.
.

.

. ..

These zero-order relationships provide the cleafbst interpretation of the

impact of the control variables cOnsidered singly. However, they do not

provide information about how these variables interact to produce a cumula-

tive effect on ES performance. This topic will be treated later in the

report.

As mentioned previously, Workload correlated -.46 with Pereent of Applicants

Placed and .44 With Individuals Placed per ES Position on the combined

states sample. These results replicated almost exactly those found in the

previous study on Pennsylvania, where the corresponding correlations were

-:.44 and In view 6f this differential impact of Workload on two impor-

tant performance.measures of ES operations, the topic will be treated more .

extensiv61y.

In Table 13, the regression lihes for two criterion measures using the

normalized scores hdve been plotted on Workload-using.raw scores.! The data

displayed in this table were taken from Ohio and represent the general find-

ings which occurred for the total sample of offices 'studied.- The table shows

what level of performance on each of the two criterion measures could'be

expected from various levels of-Workload. At low levels of Workload (ap-

proximately 600 applicants per ES position on yearly data), an above average

liercent of applicants were placed, but a below average rate of prodUctivity

was obtained. At the other extreme, where therwas an extraply high Work-

load, the opposite phenomenon occurred. Offices,4wear very e?ftcient on the

productivity Measure of Individuals Placed.per en Position.but are markedly

-44* -below average in placing applicants. Thus, the level of Workload Should

he adapted, depending on national priorities, goals,.and the relative im-
portance of these two different kinds of criteria of ES performance. If

7 1
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Table 13

Ohio Regression Results and Correlations of
Workload with Two Key Criteria (Yearly Data)

160.

120

-
80

60 e

40-

JP'

600

1

r = .3b
Individuals Plac(
Per ES Position

r = -.37
Platements Per
Applicant Availat

. 1

1100 2100 2600 3100

WORKLOAD (AA/ESP)

ercent of Units 16% 33% 32% 11% 08%



these goals were judged to be equally important, the approximate staffing
pattern of Workload should be near the mean

s.

of the Workload variable, where

the two regression lines would be expected to intersect. Since common data

by state were not obtained on the number of ES positions, the current study
canhot be used to set or.even approximate the optimum level of Workload,
given a definition of the goal importance. However, an iliportant topic for
future research would be a national study of Workload to examine the impact

on these two criteria. In this manner, guidelines might be established for
states and local offices to develop more nearly optimum levels of Workload

which are congruent with national policy. In addition, since Workload could

be evected to vary markedly across seasons, depending on the-local office,
these results would also strongly encourage the use of flexible staffing
procedures to minimize,costs while still maintaining effective performance.
If flexibility ofrAitaffing can be obtained, it should represent a signifi-
cant benefit to et performance.

The analyses of the criterion-control score relationships led to the follow-

ing conclusions:
,

Workload is a very important variable in determining the
effectiveness of ES offices. High Workload has a,negative
impact on Individuals Placed'per Applicant Available and a
poOtive impact on Individuals Placed per ES Position. Thus,

the level of Workload should reflect national priorities. A
'consequence of this result is that states, to maintain a high
level of funding, could withhold or add staff expenditures ac-

_ cording to the importance of the two goals in the allocation

r
af funds., Currently, Individuals Placed per ES Position has
high weight; thus, a high Workload would tend to result in

higheifunds and a lower percent of individuals placed.

t .

)A higher proportion of special applicants---women, handicapped,
youth, older workers, minorities, veteran's, poor, and UI'
claimants--in the applicant population places greater demands
on the ES staff resulting in lessened productivity, Larger

ES offices generally tend to have more special. applican:ts
and may thus be penalized for their lessened efficiency
with decreased funds.

The proportiof UI claimants in the applicant population
- served also leads to lessened productivity on the basis of
,percentage-of applicants placed. Further research in this

'area is/warranted.

The characteristics of the types of employment in an'ES
office's area had only a slight influence on productivity.
Size of the office was more important, with a moderate
negative influence on ES performance measures.

The controj scores investigated in this
explanatiqh for a large part (approximately
differences in the performance of ES offices
important criteria. Control scores should be
any investigation of the effectiveness of the E

provided an
%) of the

o two
cluded in

. How

7 3
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-4k 'admi ,ratorS)to improve perfortnancesho

toPic foi-lurther research. -

.1 '

r

these ntrolsdore effects can.be over pple:hyES.,*

( ,

Multi le R ion of COntrtl $core
.), 7 0

...

Ten contro4 scioreg" ere placedrin atepwisv, ),tipte r essi is '

...s,

). , A

toA)redict eachi,of': Wo select4 Otance
.iOteria: Is; ; indiVi4ual 4..

Available; k.2). in4viauals Pre * ES.jositiOn.-Place&-per Applic -

TheresultS of th e analyAsel Oesented in tfit)les14 and 15. these
.0,bles shoca the

of 1DD ancia stand* d deViatfin of,20

tt.-Orld*AlViy ,toef olents, thq,04taweikhts, the._I!,beta rproduas,a d-the'raw Store weights, lien all'liariables-hadheeA
normaliied wIth a.Mean, " _ :: .

. . ,

For theInclii0UalsplacedperiAliplicant Availahle:Crterion, the Multiple
correlation was.72, Attounting.fOr'S2% of theli;ianCe:.4UI'Claimants per
ApplicCant Available.and WorklOad had consideraglytigber:beta r products
thanAle other control seOres tOgether accounting foi. approximately 30%

of the criterion variance, The Variables entering into the:equation had

. negative weights, With the exception of Percent Ttployed in Manufacturing
and Percent Employed in Construction, which'were positively.towq.ated
with the criterion. The absolute contribution of these latter two variables
to the prediction of the criterion was small. Having eight'variablestentered
into a multiple regression equation with significant weights is relatively
rare. These results indicate the complexity of the criterion measure, with
a large number of variables having significant effects.

For the other selected criterion of Individuals Placed per ES Positionf,

the multiple correlation was .68, accounting for 46% of the variance. is*4

Again, the first two variables entered into the prediction equation were
Workload and UI Claimants per Applicant Available. Here, however', their

order was reversed, and Workload"had a positive, rather than egative, im-
tpact. The relative contribution. of Workload to the total pre iction was

substantial when compared to the other predictors. The beta r.product for

Workload was .26, while th'e next highest contribution for the other variables
was .06. These data confirmed the findings presented above concerning Work-

load and its impact as an important control score on performance indicators,
oyershadowing all the otper control scores.

44

While the relationship of the best weighted combination Of control scores

to the criterion measures is substantial, this area(of investigation should

be studied more.closely and these results interpreted cautiously. For example

Workload correlated -.92 with Direct Employment Cost per Placement in North

Carolina, but only -.04 in Ohio. If the criterion measures were relativelyc
stable across time and across geographical locations, the magnitudes of
the criterion-control score correlations 'should be much more comparable.
The relationship between Individuals Placed per Job Referral, another cri-

terion measure, and the' control scoreof UI Claimants per Api)licant Avail-

able provides additional evidence of lack of,stability in t e criterion-
control relationships; the correlation was -.49 in Missouri, t onl -.07

in Ohio.

So, while control scores are important and must 'be taken into consideration

in any investigation of,the effectiveness of ES performance, the impact of



Table, 14

'Multiple Regression Results: -The Prediction of
Individuals Placed per Applicant Available by the Control Variables

da.

Predictors Beta .

Beta r

Product.
Raw Score
Weight

3.

5.

6.

10.

7.

8.

11.

UI Claimant per Applicant Avail.

Workload (AA/ESP)

Proportion Special Applicants

Total Applicants Available.

% Employed in Manufacturing.

Unemplsiment Rate

% Large Firms of Total Firms

% Employed in Construction

-, :._./

R-

R , 1

--.52

-.45

L.38

-.32

.11

-.36

-.03

.04

-.3490

x

-2571

-..1968

'-.2177

.1958
,

, .

-.1322

-.1308

:1014

.1814

.1157

:0748

.0697

.0215

.0475

..0039

.0040

-.328

-.204

. -.163
..

-.173

.157 ,

-.109,

-.095

.093

/
.57

.72

Note: Both the criterion and the predictors were nortalized and given a
mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20. The ,contribution of

each variable tb the regression was significant at the .05 level.



Table 15

Multiple Regression Results: The Prediction of
Individuals Placed per ES Position by the Control Variables

It

Predictors Validity
Beta r Raw Score

Beta Product Weight

3. Workload (AA/ESP) .42

4. iiI Claimant Per. App. Avail. -.20

.S. Proportion Special Applicants .. -.29

10. % Employed in Manufacturing.. .11

4.

.9. % Employed in Iarge Firms 7.12
. -

.k

-7. Unemployment.Rate -.08

1

1111. 6 Employed in Con'strUction .07

6. Total Applicants-Available -.14

R
2'

.6135 .2577 .616

-.3263 .0653 -.388

-.2042 .0592 -.214

.2286 .0251 .232

-.1533 .0184 /.120

7.1591 .0127 -.166

.1689 .0118 .196

-.1283 .0180 -.129

.46

.68

Note: Both the criterion and the predictors were normalized and given a
mean of 100 and a standard deviation of 20. The contribution of
each variable to the regression was significant at the .05 level.
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these variables in a particular situation could be expected to vary.

These findings should be interpreted in tonjunction4with findings on re-
liability of the criteria, i.e., approximately 110# to 40% of variance was
unstable, so that the remaining variance not subject to error or control
score effects is small. Stated alternately, that portion of the total
variance subject to management control and prediction by the MAS is small.

-,These findings indicate that:.

Control Scores had an important ct on ES performance
but the-criterion-control syst relatively unstable,

subject to a substantial amount error or variability in
a particular state or in a given time period. -

Predictions of these relatively unstable 'criterion measures
with the MAS-scores when control scores had such a varied
effect were relatively difficult.

? These results, based on local offices.as the unit of
analysis, may be, mire or less stable whi the data are

'aggregated to higher levels of analysj4 such as SMSA's
or to states. Certainly this is apfomising area for
future research.'

The importance.of developing a simplified and accurate
criterion reporting system that is responsive to the
needs of all levels of danagement is reinforced. Such

a system could be used to integrate organizational goals,
management procedures, and ES performance.

Factor Analysis of Control Scores

(I

*

Selected control scores in the validation study were factor anal?Zed to
examine the underlying dimensions and common characteristics among the
various measures. Table 16 presents the rotated factor matrix for these

control scores and the communality for each variable. The communality is
an estimate of the reliability of that variable based on shared common
variance and is typically an.underestimate of other formsisof
Only those loadings abOve .40 were included in the matrix to simplify pre-
sentation.

----7

Factor A.was a size dime mined by the' potential number of
.

employable people who could u e services elf a local Job Service office,
as well as the si;e of the local of ce.

Factor B was somewhat complex and dealt. h the nature of employment in

urban-rural locations. High percentages of t abor force being employed

in governmental-work and in manufacturing had oppOsite signs, indicating
that an area with.a large number of workers in government tended to have a

isin- r

11.number of workers in mlianufacturing.

Factor C was a workload dimension and none of the other control scores had
loadings greater than .40 on it. These results indicated that office

7 7
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Table 16

Factor Analysis of CoRtroI Scores--
Rotated Factor Matrix and Communalities*

A B C D h
2

7. Total Employed .94 .91

IS. Civilian Work Force :94 .91

6. Total Unemployed .91 .90

5. Applicants Available. .81 .69

t

11. Perceni Employed-Large Firms .48 .67 .72
,

13. Pyrcent Employed-Construction .43 .26

9. Change in Employment .42 .44 .42

10. Percent Large Firms of,Total Firms ..40 .69 .6$

12. Percent Employed-Manufacturing .77% -;62

14.. Percent Employed in Government -.77 .62

1, Workload (AA/MAS N)
fy

.91 .85

2. Workload (AA/ES Position)I .89 .84

. AA-UI Olaimants per AA Total .70 -.57

S-. Unemployment Rate .67 .56

4. Proportion Special Applicants .49

*Faci.or loadings below .40 omitted.
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procedures with regard tq Workjoad were not, strongly associated with thd

location or size of office.

Factor Owas a special applicants dimension. Special applicants include

those whO. were female, economically disadvantaged, minority group members,

handicapped, veterans, under 22,.over 45, and/or UI claimants. The factor

Was 4so .defined.by the unemployment rate and change in employment. The

factor thusirepresented a dimension dealing with different applicant groups

iserved. #

Results of the MAS

This section will proceed by presenting the results of .the percent favorable

scores across the six states studied, where wide differences were obtained.

This will be followed by a relatively brief section on thd'relationships

of MAS to thu control Scores and conclude with a rather extended section

on the validitdes of. the MAS in predicting the criterion measures, both

on the combined sampleand in.selected states for selected criterion

measures.

Percent Favorable Responses

The six states in this sample .114 wi'de differences on the percent favorable

scores as shown in Table 17. Mississippi had the highest score-on 11 of the

19 MAS score areas, While Ohio had the lowst scores on 15 MAS measures.

Even though Mississippi was the 'highest overall on percent favorable,

that state was also the lowest on EEO for Women and F.E0 for Min-

orities, so there is still room for improvement. Ohid had the highest

score on EEO for Minorities, and-some other scores were above or near average.

There have been recent chges in the top administration in the state

Fmploymenf Service in Ohio, so tlise low scores may have changed since the

MAS administration. In a manageApt and administrative review of the Bureau

ofsmnloyment Services in the State -6f_Ohio, conducted by the Region V Manpower

Administration (1975), 32 separfte recbmmendations were made in an effort

to increase the ef!ectiveness of,that Bureau. Over 1/3.of those recommen-

dations would have a direct and immediate-.impact on the management practices

measured by the MAS.

For example, the first recommendation made in this report stated.that the

rote and responslbility of the administrator's office should be clearly de-

fined, because the review found that the administrator's office tended to

manage day-to-day operations, even in lo.cal offices, undercutting Division

Directors, District Directors, and local office managers. The implementa-

tion of Hiiis recommendation woul,d havoauobvious effect on the MAS score

of Delegation of Authority, with some overlap on the scores of Planning

and Administrative Efficiency,
Supervisoly Effectiveness, and Morale. Further

research shouid determine if the recommendations were followed, and if this

did have an .ctlect on the management
practices meusured by the MAS.

On the individual MAS score areas, the highest percent favorable scores

were found on Wdrk Satisfaction, Operational Efficiency, and Co-Worker

.79
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Table 17

Percent of Favorable Responses fdr the 19 MAS Scores
Across Participating States

ms mp.

kAS Score Areas:
,.T

1. Fairm-e,ss of Management 66 6.5

Delegation of Authority 57 55

3. Supervisory EffectIveness 67 65

4. Planning & Admin. Efficiency 47 48

5. *Climate.for Innovation 49 44

6.. Wdrk Satisfaction 75 75

7. Training Effectiveness 58 50

8. Performance Feedback 48 42

9. EEO for Women ,54 63

10. EEO- for MinoritieS 61 71

11.s Opportunity forwPrbmotion 33 28

12. Downward ComMUnteation 67 61

13. Upward Communication 52 46

14.
,

Satisfaction with Pay 32 26

15. Morale .,, ---.., 62 57

16. Physical Work. Cbnd. & E4ipment ,, 52 59 ,

17. Co-Worker Cooperation A.74 70
H,..

18. Operational Efficiency 75 73

19. Worklbad Balance 55 52

% Understaffing Responses 37 40

% Overstaffing Responses 8 9

NC OH

69 58

57 49

60 60

43 42

45 36

74 72

52 -las

43 .37

71 66

69 72

31 20

62 59

46 .. 40

26 26

50 43

46 45

70 64

68 65

40 41

55 51

5 8

TN TX AVERAGE

65 65 65

59 55 55

66 66 64

48 46 46

47 43 44

76 71, 74

52 51 51

48 44 44

73 64 65

71 70 69

.29 32 29

66 61 63

51 46 47

38 44 32

58 56 54

45 55 50

70 .72 70

72 71 71

45 43 46

50 50

5 7

-t,

8 0

270-,



Cooperation. These scores would indicate that the ES employees in these
six states.find satisfaction in the work they are doing, feel that their
unitsfunctionveell, and cooperate with.each other in thytir work.

,Low scores were found on Opportunity for Promotion and Satisfaction with
Pay. TheSe two scores are generally not controllable by the unit super-
visor, so action strategies that could be used to counteract these low
scores are difficult. The_state-level administrators should be aware of
them, however; and either move to afleviate these problems, OT provide
more explanation for the employee's so that they can understand why promo-

tions and salaries are not as frequent nor as high as the employees would
like.

Among other scores that are low are Performance Feedback, CliMate for
Innovation, Planning and.Administrative Efficiency, and Upward Communication.
These scores could be improved with different management practices, and the
MAS can'be used to suggest management action strategies that cOuld be used
to result-in an improvement in these score areas.

14.

The Re,.2.tionships of MAS Scores to Control Scores
(J

The relationships .among the MAS scores and the control scores provide some
explanation concerning the effect of environMental variables on.management '

practices. Certain environmental variables affect MAS scores in different
ways, and knowledge of these control scores would help a supervisor to

evaluate his manageMent practices, as measured by the MAS, and to determine

what lie suliervisor can do to improve the performance of the unit.

For example, larger offices, as defined by Applicants Available and number
of ES Positions, had low MAS scores on Fairness of Management,J)elegation
of Authority, Performance Feedback, Downward Communication, Upward Communi-

cation, and Morale. Jbese fesults do not indicate that a supervisor of a
largc office can not develop action plans that will improve the scores for
thbse management areas. On the contrary, problem areas can be identified

and steps taken to-improve performance in these areas.

In the earlier study ih PerinSylvania, Total Civilian Work Force had a-strong

negative relatlonship t Satisfaction with Pay. This finding was not repli-

cated in this study on the total sample, but the-results in Ohio were similar
to those Obtained in:Pennsylvania. Total Civilian Work Force did-have signi-
ficant negative relationships with eight MAS scores, including Performance
Feedback, Opportunity for Promotion, .Downward Communication, Upward Communi-
cation, and Morale. The larger offices located in large urban centers have

more urgent rohlems than other kinds of offices, and more time should be

14106
devoted to e management areas.

High Workload (Applicants Available per ES Position) was related to low

Workload Balance--an indication of the conceptual validity of the MAS, and

. of the reliance that can be placed on the perceptions of the ES employees.
On the total sample, the Workload con!..crol score did not correlate signifi,

cantly with any*of the other MAS scoreS, a finding that did not replicate

the earlier results in'Pennsylvania. .

Total Unemployed had negatiVe.correlations with 11 of the 19 MAS scores as

-a



.would be expected in view of the correlation between Total Unemployed and-
Applicants Available (r = .66).

Two control scores were found to account for more variance than other con- .

trol scores in the multiple regression analyses to predict Individuals
Placed per Applicant Available and Individuals Placed per ES Position.
These we WOrkload and UI Claimants per Applicant Available. These
measur ad,,yery low relationships to thAMAS scores except.for the Workload
score ihe.mA5. This indicates that the NAS scores .ind the control variables
were measiftring different parts of the vari'ance of the criterion measures--at
least thtiO7'for which the multiple'regression was run.

IR generaf,' ii;re findings of this study Partially corroborated the findings
bf'the earl,ier Pennsylvania study, especially concerning the effect of office
size. The accumulation of more reliable data in the future will be needed
to find more answers concerning the effects of situational variables on
management pergormance. Conceptually, the'findings o? this study make logical
sense, and:proVide a more adequate explamation of the effect or the control
variables on the measures of management practices.-

Validity Results: MAS.Versus Performance Criteria
,

The validity coefficients of the 19 MAS scores against the sfx §elected,
performance criteria are presented injable 18. In this table of 114 validity
coefficients, approximately 5% of them could-be expected to be significant
by chance. The results indicate a generally high percentage of significant
validity coefficients, but the correlations are of limited magnitude. .With

the exception of column 1, which represents a cost.criterion with which the
correlations were expected, to be'negative, all other correlations in the
table reflecting positive attributes of ES performance should be 15 itive

and this is generally true of the results that were obtained.

The most valid score for the Direct Employment Cost per Placement criterion
was Performance Feedback, which confirmed the general findings of the Penn-
sylvania study. Altogether, 32%.of the MAS scores had significant correla-
tions with this criterion. Other MAS scores which corelated significantlY
with this criterion measure included Fairness bf Mana,gement,'Delegation_of
Authbrity, Opportunity for Promotion, Upward Communic.io-ion, and Operational
EffiCiency.

With the second criterion, the number of Individual, Placed rer'Applicant

Available, 42% of the MAS scores had significant re_ationshipi,s, the two
highest correlations were with Satisfaction with Pay and OPei'atiOnal Ef-
ficiency, both of which correlated at the .22 level.

For the-third criterion, Percent of Openings Filled, 74% of the validity
coefficients were significant, with Morale and Opportunity for Promotion
being the most valid scores. Individuals Placed per Referral was the most
predictable critee-on in the study on the total sample, as 79% of the
MAS scores had significant validity coefficients against this criterion
The'most valid score was Moreie followed closely by Operational Efficienpy
and a number of other,MAS scores. Individuals Placed per ES Position, one.
of the more importnnt Criterion scores in the study, was predicted with
significant validity coefficientskby 58% of- the MAS scores. The mast valit

6.1
4.:
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Table 18

Validity .Coefficients of MAS Scores
:in Predicting Selected Criteria

(Combined States Data; N between 170, and 245)

6

./..
. ./..

a°-

..0

I '(:).e0

-I
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4 cP 0 w-4*1

o ..-C CI ;00 d 9(1 -

..'''.*--'.P.6<F

s .- .....- t<st.s-, lo

0 IA_
'00 4

-S
'e,

'

.1: Fairness of Management

2. Delegation of Authority

3. -Supervisory Effectiveness

.4. . & Admin. Efficiency. ,

d1i e for Innovation

Work tisfaction

:train g Effectiveness

8. Perfor ance Fee4back

9. EEO for Women

00

-14

709

04 '

-22**

`10

11:

12-

:5E0 for Minorities
'17
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Downward Communication

-04
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13. Upward'Communication -17*.
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4.,rtscbrCs were OpefatiOnA ficiency and Morale. -.Fi ly, P cent_A§ .

......;e ,

Special Applicants 4)'- Pwas p edicted-by'32%,ofth 'W-scoreglithe most
valid score.being OpatiOlal ciencY...1'.-.4-; *--4j- r-

' - - ;.,,,, ,:t i ' ':V /,o z
Operational Effidenpy 446;s the St valjd,MAS sob e4cting all of the
seleCted criterion MtaiOes,significantlYf 'This ,s5 followed by,a ,----

. nUMber of othersl*lUding Work Satisfaction, pe:. Ance Feedback, Opp or-
--

, .

tunity,for!Promotion Satisfation,withPay, and Morale. These scores cor-..
relatedsignificantlywith five of the six criterion measures.

ov

11914e these results areaPpropriate when considering
Obtained on the'tptal:SaMplethey do not provide in
of validities,bbfainedA the separate states nor d

-.against some other i Ortant criteria. The validit
atiOnal EffidintY scOre in predicting the separate cr rionxmeasures for
each state areTresented in Table .19. In,this table, the onli\Correlations
of consequence*r Misswri or-Direct Employment Cost 'per PlaceMent and
Adividuals;PlaCed.:Ter:E8 ; however, these are two of the highesi
validities. in tW-table. -Carolina,'fbur '211the validity coefficients
were above20;jnjennesk e of the validiey d'oefficients, for dperational ,
Efficientywere abdVe.30,tbu e correlation:was negatiVe for predicting

PoSition, '.3n_phio, the valid.ity coefficients were
gerierally in.tklegis, and Individuals Placed per ES Position had a validity
coefficientIW',44*!One of the higher validity coefficients obtained in the
'studY. InJekas,thOperational Efficiency score correlated above .20 with
:only twci 00,1i67444irion measures, while in MissiSsilvi; Opeiational Efficiency
had 4ubsantiad:**114fties_againstj,only one of the criterion measures, Indivi-
duals .,PlaVeckr S _,13oSitiqh.

eveNt validitie
ma on about theyange
v iflectrth validities

cients fo the Oper-

TheSe resuWiWIWatedthaethe Operational Effici ncy Measu6 had some

v appliCabilityroO'states, bUt there were many exce ions and the_results
)10341dA)e4nterpreted Cautiously in conjunction with a other infofmation_

,ql,liatdilable:This.iS the general recommendation repeated throughout the Super-
HandhOOkPfor the ManageMent Audit Survey which s ated other

inforMaticiirAvailab4e should be conside e in interprip ng the MAS scor
It 'tfiewotthresults'-of the current s udy, thi -,.mmendation stilltholds

,

'On the. Otherhand the opportunity alyzing Management procedures in'
.,,conjUnctionWith other criterion and control istor6:data offers a significant
opportunity for- achieving the goals of Employillent SerVice activities in pro-
ducing.higher effectiveness for ES operations: ThiS canbe iljustrated by
considering one of the criteria, which was not selected for intensive study

.during-the course of the investigation because of the relatively small +sample
size, a measure of Total Cost per Plaqement.. pata were obtained on this
measure from thfee states, Missouri, Northvqarolinw and Tennessee, with a
total sample siie of 78 'offices. The total"%ample validity.cdefficient for
-the-Operationai-Efficiency-scorepredicting this-c terion-was-:45- The
-.results of applying this prediction to the t ta S dollars per placement:
data from,the'State qf Missouri are presented in Table: TheUnits whi,Ch--
scored in the.top 25% ipOperational Efficiency had.An ES Dollar per *ace-
ment average of $57.76, while for those units scoring in the bottom 25th
percentile, the average total co t per placement Was $:7:43. These results
indicated more-than a 50% differe e in cost per plac nt between the upper
and lower unitson Operatiohal Effi 'encyand a sub antial opportun

iI

,
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Table 19

alidity Coefficients of Dperationat ffici OyHwith
-.Select" Crite.4ion Measures Across Six S

\kk&

1. Direct Employment Cost per
Placement

2. Individuals Placed per Applicant
Availcable

Percent of Openings Filled/'

Att
4. dividuars Placed peT Referral

5. I"iIdividuals Placed per ES Position

6. Percent of 'Special Applicants
Placed

07

- 11

-08
rt.

35

.08

OH Tit. TX
40

LA -04 -34 -09 -02

609 25 30 39 18

00 2/4 34 09. 20
,^

04 26 31 11 26

.50 1} 18 431, 03
4 :
"

p 23 29 35 19

/

a

,

fr
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Table 20

Average TOtipl TS Dollars per Placement for
qpits in the Top 25% and Bottom 25% on
the MAS.44 Operationa1 Efficiency Score*

$87.43

AI

Top 25%

Operational Efficiency,

*Missouri mean (72:0) and standard deviation (25.95);
total sample validity = -.45, n 78 offices. ,

8
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for improving and integrating ES performance through'atteiion to manage-

ment procedures as assessed_by the MAS..

The MAS Validities in Ohio

She highesttMAS val4dWeS *icti.ng' the six selected criteria were
,

"TOund,in thVtate Or017 e validities. can :be JOUndijOable 21,lo

These validi es offe(somedrros. atiOnrfor the.findings_of the Oariret
. . .

.study in Pennsylvania. I ° -r

For example, on Individuals. Placed perTeferral, 11 ofthell.5.,KAIW;SC

had significant validities., In the Pennsylvania studyLID,of_theMAS, ,Ts .

had significantovalidities. ,SeVen MAS-scores had significant:gliditieSW
both states, ineluding Fairness Af:Management, Planning an'c1AdministrapW
Efficiency, Upward Communication COWorker Cooperation, and Operationa

Efficiency.
.,

On th other hand, certain MAS scales did not prove to b'e quite as effee- La

.tive,an Ohio. For example,.Climate, for Innovation and Downward Communica,17

tiqn were among the best MAS scores for predicting the performance criteria

in Pennsylvania,'but these two scores were not tffective predictors invOhio.t

The scores that were tdentified as being ineffective inlennsylvania werok

.also ineffective in Ohio, with the exception of FairnesOlof Management,,
,

.which had Useful validities on two of the six criteria..
'-a

.

,

.T.iikVred4ctahillityof the criteria generally followelthe resutts obt&ined
.

.

OntWtotal sample,.with Percent of Openings Filled and Individuals Placed
.p0A2eferral being the most predictable. Also, as' in the total sample,

r, .

Operational Efficiency was the mos consistently valid predictor, correla-. ,. .

ting signifitantly with all six of the selected criteria.

isecaue of the pattern OV,corr tions among the MAS scores and\tiie control

the magnitude'of the.va.idities would change slightly mid differen-.

IN.trally if the effects of the Control scdrelillyere to be held constarit. For'

exaMple thevalidityfor Dperational Efficiency predicting Indiv.
()raced per 'ESL:Position Would drop from .43-iti.39, if Workload wer
constant across.all work groups. the validity for Operational Eff cy

Irediciptin Percent of_Dpenings Filled wourd increase from .34 to

fe ofrTotal Unemployed were held constant. However, the validity

n wish Pay predicting Percent of Dpenings Filled would de-

,t423, if the effects of total Unemployed were held Con-

order and second-order partial correlations would generally

bisS";.but the magnitude would typically be small.

= fiCieffts fOund in Ohio were obta'ned ains.t criteria for

WiCh° r'ec ded the administration Of MAS'by'three

Ultsr,fto he MAS assesisment of managemeat procedur,es
rrs-fi"pS to criteria of ES _performance over an ex-

pe achiS.remnt whicirindicates in this eiample the impor-

agenient procedüret ES 'performance,

ts obtainedih the MANndicaf-e'd that:
4

FidiM cd
,.a mo40.11r

''/. month ,.:-.
ar

hAd IlAnY
ten4ed' t im'

4. _:Pariqe of ma

,There is ample evidence of differences in ana'ei nt -

procedures within'andiptween states.-

8 7
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Table 21
_ /

lialistatY Coeffic'-ents of MAS Scores in
II.13req:Cting Sc.], cted Criteria in Ohio

0 between 38 and465)

2

al
op

d- e 14,0.0,,
o0se0 0Q, .,5 0

A '
r

cs,

.eq,./

<4, <-/

44,

(,4.

.4

00 1

a '4 ' 4ti

c??, ' 'ee0
i?e .bd

q X '%s, -,,s ,

1. Fairness of Management

2. Delegation of Authprity

lc... Supervisory EfactiVeness

4. .Plannii kAdmin. Efficiency

5, Climate for Innovation

;do

- 19

0 -15

-24

- 07

04

-25

15

-25

- 05

-10

- 341f

-6.

'7.

8.

Work'Satisfaction

Training Effectiveness

Performance Feedback v)

9. 'EEO for Women -

10. EEO for Minorities'

. 11. Oppprtuni foxPromotion

'12. Downwarce-C nication

7:.1.e2 Upward COmmunication

14. Satisfactionwi1h Pay

15.A 1 10

16. Physical Wo

ifP 17. Co-Worker Cooperation.:!
0

18. OperatiOnal EffiCiency

19. Workload Balance

4:411

uip.

-08

-22

429

-16

Og

- 24

% -34*

lie 10

15 :45** 34**

11 33**

12 29* 24

32*Y '45** 44",

09 10 12

27*- 18 26*

00 27-* ,23

22 36*%
4;7

43**

04. 12 00

04 -13 -02

22 51**

09 31* 20

.37** , -.37**

32** 46*4.98**

'25* 37** 31*

-07 7.7o9 t, -16

22, -;,*r* 33**

30* ...4**/ 31*
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29 . 15
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31*
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dt -07
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-06 -05
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Although the validities were limited in magnitude, there,
vas.a. 'general tendency for,MAS scores to have a high
percent_of.significant validitiek in predicting selected'
criteria of ES performance.

a

Criterion unreljability and control store effects made
predictiO-W4Athe MAS difficult. In view of the
generally Consistent results, and the high validitieS
Obtained in selected states, such as Pennsylvania and
Ohio, the most important issues deal with if and how
MAS information can_be used to'bring ab ut higher
levels of ES. perfOggance.

The MAS system, in conjunction with ef ective criterion
measures and control4scores, offers an opportunity to
initiate sound management procedures throughout the'ES
system.

°
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CHAPTER-VI

REVIEW. AND RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

This research. has involyed an analysis of exte
cerning Employment .Service operations. Descii
dures were colleCted from 10,,700 employees,

More mdSsures were ,collected on 451 local ES
collected aCrosssix different stattk, during different time periods, so.
the project has cut across ,various vonomic and geographical situations.
The results of the resegih are complex and difficult to-sUmmarize. Some

of the more impertant fhdings are summarized below.

sive amounts of data con-
tions of management pro-
nd criterion and control
f fic es . These data -were

1.

Review

iabilitY' coefficients were computed on fo r states--Mississippi, North
Carolina, Tennessee, and Texas--611;thich 9Iarterly data were available.
There was some variation from state to s ate, but the reliabilities, gen-

,.

erally speaking, were limited, i.e., m yi)correlPittions.were'.below..60. P°

data, the more difficult it is-to show, the-impact

Qn E.Sperformance. Th011-,unreliability- bf the 'Per-
. - ,

policrdecisions and higher level management pro-
.

CY

' C4;

The more unreliable the
of management procedures'
formance data also makes
cedures mors difficult .

Considerable criterion complexity charaeterized the results obtained froffi
meroure5%tpj,a§,ses.s- li$119.yment Service performance.% Six criteria..wve se- .

lected fdt moret-extensive Astudy because of .thelr importance to the Employ-
Ment ServiCe and their Moderate interrelationshimwhich indicated some
conyerge4e Of management procedures in producinehifh levels Of ES perfdr-

',,: mane. ,W examination of the interrelationships revealed 4 great 'deal about

the criterf:a..; for example, the Servicel)er "AppiiCant (testing, Rounseling,
enrolled in training) measure was noi related. to Other-_ES:i3erfdiimance measuresj!!!-,

'.fill.dicating that a cont4nued revieW of..these71411ds..ofI601Ze.:Is_VErianied.

Also, 4daLity Of,the placements (hiih-wage aknd Dong-terili placements) did not

receive as Tut h emphais in the ES/4s it shouldnit4n,ce -theie' criteria had
only vlimted relationships tO the other criipria.

Work4WFas the .
most important control score ,IlaVing sigtificant in fiu

on se44411k of the criteria. The. differential effects of_,WOrkload

criter,44'4;;.0A4t.i..ire .ilApacton jndividuals P14ced perooicant

and a "iici$itfiteittpact onAndividual'S::,Placed peT4ES ,Posit1on-4indicated that
,

jilOre_roar0';illeede4.c to idOe rm ihe' the policY,implication§ of these results,
The propOrtion-ef$1404aipplicantS and the prOportion 4J4...claimants in the

. _ . . , !4Va t population we're fQulicl ,:to have 4:negative influencen the productivity

of741 Work. groups. .

fr

.41.qt

44$\
,. ..--

I: . -

Control scOres accounted for 52% of, the-4m a 4nelndlva.0 1 Placed_ _
a ..._. . .

per Appncant Available criteridn'. iliu Cla,im4iltsper Appljcant;,:"A :' table and

. ',V : ----. ',..ow,r4),,,. .
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'Workload were the most,important control scores, ogether accounting for
30% of the yariance. Control scores accounted for 46% of thqs,variance of

a setond criterion--Placements per ES Position--with Workload being the

.

most substantial predictor, accounting for 26% of the variance by itself:

Because of the unreliability of the criterion measures and their dependenCe
upon these control scores, little variance remained to show.the impact of

management procedures as assessed by the MAS.'

Control scores were factor analyzed to determine the underlying dimens,ions
and common chaXacteristics of.the measures. Four factors.were found to be
of importance--Size, Urban-Rural type of employment, Woikload, and Special
Applicants. This analysis helped to define the nature of the cOntrol var-
iables that may influence ES ope tions at thelocal office level.

Mississippi had.the-highest percent favorable Scores:6n 11 of the 19 MAS
, scoreS, and 0111.004.the lowest scores on.15 MAS measures. Imprpyement on

the Ohio scores tauld be expected with different Management practices. Across.

the six states, the highest percent favorable scores were found on-Work Satis-
, factidn, Operational Pfficiency, and Collorker qadperation, indicating that
the ES employees in these states found satisfaction in the work hey were
doing, felt that their units functioned mell, and 'cOpperated with path other

. 1,11-eir work, Low scores were found on Opportunity for Promotion and Satis--

,.f9kpf_tion with Pay.
T;

-Tiiicontrol scores dealin -thk)ffice.charactemistics or situational factors

describing the setting in which the loc4 office operated were.examined to

determine their im act on thb descriptions f managementprocedures as
assessed by th MAN. Size was identified as an important 'control variable4
larger offices had low scores on many, of the MAS variables,*confirming trip
results-obtained with t e crit on measures. The results of the MAS-coktroI

score relationship analys artially suppOrted.'the earlier findings in

Pennsylvania. P%
lt'

,

/The criteria were predicted with sign cant validfties bya higk percent. o
'-the,1448 scores, between 32 ahd 79%, al lough the magnitudeeifAhe correla-
tions was limited. The Most predictab trite/1'2n wag Individuals-Placed

per Referral. This was followed clos 1 by Pellant of Opening Filli, which

was,significantly predicted by 74% pflthe MAS scores. Operational Effi- '

ciency was.the most valid MAS score are#5 haying significant yalidities on
all six of,the sê.4ected criteria.: Oppartunity fox Promotion, Morale, Per-

formance.Feedback, and ShtisfaCtion with Pay were also geneNly good' pre-

dictors, having si ificanl validities on.five of the.six coriteria. There

were-marked differe ces for the various MAS scoXes across-states,..miththe
performance triter- in the'State of Ohio being the most predictable.

The validities in the'State of Ohio were the highest overall, ,corroborating

many of:the-earliet-Pennsylvania-fi-ndings. Sayen MAS scores had significant
validitieS on'both states in predicting Individuals Plated per.Refferral:.

The predictability, of the crieria generally'followed the; results obtained

on the'total sample, with Percent of Openings Filled and Placements per

Referral.being the most predictable. Operational Efficie y w4s the most lip

consistently.valid predictor, haying significant yalidit s on all six

criteria. The validity coefficients found in,Ohia w btained against.

cr1 reria---1-2-z-mo-rrth-period7whi-c-h-pre-ceded-the---ad in -stration-ofthe-MAS

A
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y three months. The results from MAS assessments of management pro-
cedures in predicting different criteria of ES performance over such an
extended time perioa indicated the importance of the research in measuring
relevant management practices which.could be used to foster.more-effective.,
ESuperations.

On ?he basis of this research, the important question of the validity of
the MAS in predicting ES performance criteria has not been definitively
answered. While a high'percentage of significant validities were obtained,
the gene-rality of the results in each of the participating states was limited,
partially because of the unreliability of the criteria and the influence of
he control scores. A more inclusive question would make the following .

ry: Do the results indicate that the MAS can be used with other manage-
ment nformation to strengthen management practices and improve ES perfor-
mance? The answer to this question is partially dependent upon future
research and.upon interpretations of the current results. SintT-there were
numerous iudications.of significant eppirical relationships between MAS
assessments of management practices.dhd.ES performance criteria. the answer to
this question would be positive, if an effective:system of recommended oproce-
-dures for using MAS results with.all other available information were avail-
able. ThiS.issue and the findings.from the current study.lead to the, fol-
:loWing recommendations for future research:

Recommenaations f uture, Reseaich

1) There is not a set of recommended procedures for using MAS-10103107-'--,-
an integrated strategy of-organizational development- (OD) that makes full
usenf other available criterion.and control scoreinformation. Since
MAS scores'are disseminated throughout an organization from upper levels
down.tolower level-work groups, the comhined system should have.broad
applicability. Thus, one of the pbssibilipes forjUturereseAch would

: be to design, impliiiienf, and evaluate OD Strategien including use of A

criteridn and control score information,,MAS resultaild,'4ther-OD etchniques
so that evaluation evidence as well as set of recommended procedures would_L,
be available to guide future implement itai and dissemination efforts. Suc.)-1

q-study would involve the collection of' Criterion-control score.information
d MAS results at the beginning of the study, followed by:Various kinds of

interventiun,efforts and repeated measures obtained-on criterion-control
score information and MAS scores. The.intervention procedures would include
information,dissemination techilisuemployeeaparticipation, development
cif action plans, continuous feeehacklroops, etc. This phase would.then
be followed .by another phase where other organizational componentsinof.
.studied initially-except as a control group, would implement*the.14109k7.
jpg, recommended procedures on.their own without the support and iiirven..

--,-tiOn of the inveStigatdis, At the conclusion'of this setond phaSe,Addi,
tional criterion-and iOntrol scOre data would be- collected.to;_e4altiate all

(

procedures fither...,---0.

2) As mentioned-in the firt recommendation for future reserach, a manUal
of recommended procedures iwneededwhith-WiaUld describe how MAS results
can he Used effectively in conjunc.fion with other'informatIon. Since the

MAS ha been administered to such large samples of ES persoityl Over 20,000
employees), desizning such a.ma $1-ofre&mmended-procedures on the b.Ais

140-
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of current experiences of states where the MAS has been administered,
and upon all the available research findings-without doing a long-te
organizational development study would be a reasonable task. The man
codld then be modifLed as a reSult of future dperience, using these
-cedures. Obviously, this strategy would be much more economical, but
less thorough, than an extensive OD study.

3) As described inAthe early chapters of thisreportt the MAS had its
origin as 4 supplement to conventional auditing techniques, so that a
wide variety of management procedures could be economically examigled and
feedback provided at_all levels of the organization. In light of theitur-
rent research findings, the MAS could be combined in an integrated fashion
with an automated audit report analysis system which would ebnsider a." '
limiteLnumber of criterion and control scores such as IndiViduals Placed'
pet ApPTicant Available, Individuals Placed per ES Position, Workload,
and .UI Claimants per Applicant Available, and the data analyzed via a
computer-generated report for auditing and management personnel. The

system could be highly efficient; that is, the report written within two
.weeks after completion of the survey. The output mould include an analysis
of management procedures and-the criterion m ures and their...interrela-
tionships to identify problem areas and opportUn for iMprovement inl
local offices. Such a system would go some distance toward integrating
criterion performance, control score, and managetent procedures into
a sophisticated systemAoefoster achievement of ES goals.

1--

4) -/The Management Audit Survey was Constructed.to be a general-purpose
ins rument which woul4 be appropriate for a wide range of organiiations

functions within large organizations.. The results of the current
dy supported many of the findings in the earlier.study on Pennsylvania

that certain key scores argihmore important than others fer ES operations,
e.g., Operational Efficiennr, Performance Feedback4 Morale, Downward.Com-
.muniCation, etc. these important score areas and others, redesigning
-questions and scate7areas within the MAS to be specifically applicableto
nianagem,4t,piccedures of ES operations would be relatively-efficient,and
econon%cal. The rewriting of'items would incorporate vocabdlary and,terms
that #ould integrate managenênt behaviorsland procedures as part of.the
MAS srlstem. The new forn would thus`be specifidally designed for ES
ope.rations, would be'economical, and could be used periodically to assess
the relevant management behaviors. /

,1 .

5) As stated previously, one of the, key istues is how to hake best, use
,

ef the results obtained in the current research to bring about higher ,
levels of ES performance.: The recommended.research numbered 2), 31, and
4) above Could be.integrate&to achievesuchra goal. Such a combined
system offers'a number of advantages: A) definition ankquantification
of ES-goals'and performalcindicil
ceduresrwhich underly the Eievement,of' uch goals; and C3, a means of

i4ssessment ofmanagement pro-

integrating the different sets of measUres o management assessments,
criterAwmeasures, and.control scores into an integrated'system.

"-

.%
6,3 The researchdicated that control .scores'have an important effect
on.ES performance and 'y'et there were strong indications of the instability
of the criterion-control score rq)ationships. Thus the result's obtained

in the Present study as:well ag tfiose obtained by other inveitigators

9 3
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'

indicate that the important control score effects should be cross-Validated
.over time, acroSs geographical areas, and across units of analyses (i.e.,'

local offic s
.

, SMSA's, and statesy. Without more.definitive evidence about
the magnit de'of contTol score effects to determine the generality. of 1-ie

results and their implicatiOns, management cannot evaluate the actua
nature or extent of control score effects.

7) The research revaled that there were not only reliability problems in
the criteribn d ta bit' also quality control-limitdtions as a number of
ilocal offices ltd scores which were simply impossible on the measures in-
volved. Thus, an opportunity for futpre research is the development of
a simple, buteffective, quality conIol system whi.0 would be entirely.
computef-ggneratedfor_anaiyIng'the*curicy 'Of EARS'performance data.
Such a'compurizedsteW15044.1).0oLathe0absoiute magnitude of the
rtssUlts:,:obta.i0ed, as- we4,:a1iett'fiti: meaningful relationships between.
Anumerator,wderOmignatOr.relationships,with other triteria, etc. -Such
a system would: cbritribute to better quality of ESARS data and in itself

coiad be a criterion measure of local office and state pqrformance.
,

8) Zhe jegtlts.indicated that Workload as an important variable in
,

,..influentingESA3erformance. Furthermor , the variable had differential
impact ondifferent kinds of criteria--Individuals Placed per Applicant
Available and Individuals Placed per ES Position. The importance of these

findings suggests that a nation-wide studYtshould be conducted using avail7
able data to examine the standing ofi each State.on the Workload variable.
With this inforrption, the significance of different levels of Workload
could be evaluated in conjunction with national priorities and goals about

the relative importance of these two criteria.. Such information would be

helpful in directing resource expenditures to accomplish national goals.
Such a study should inyolve not only state-level data but.data at l9cal
office level on a sampljng (basis In this.manner, an understanding

could be obtained-of:the data,aggregation process as different unitS of

analysis are used. The'study.should consider regional and state office
staff separately in looking at the outcome between the criteria'and the

''Workload measure- and'the results integrated to make overall conclusions

about staffing priorities.

Research on.ES'operations, performance, eXtent of service, client groups,

etc., in different business environments, with varied pOitical and tiecial

'J. lig), considerations will continue to be exti,emely comgex. 'The resdlts

illik.MAS system provide an opportunity for'improvement in ES performance,

'characteristics of,..the MAS represent a level of considerable sophis--,

n in the measurement of Management procedures and ,organi4zational'

Climate. Yet,' as'subsfilitl°ad information about the ES continues-to4accum-

ulate, this leads to furtherroblems of implementation and issudP*pglier
anddirectibn.,The'tfThratte stics and furthm'growth of such an.bipen syliv

' ..:
0 remain as a continued challenge for fdture AMParch and for ES management .

and employees. ge
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Appendix

Intercorrel tion.Among MAS Scores'

'and Other Varinble Across Individuals (N=12,131)

No.. Description

1. :Falrhess of Management

\flP 1

2, ''00egation of Authoriti, 50 --

3. Supervisory Effectivenets 58 so ..

4. Planning .VAdmin. Effic.' 43 38 SO .-

. Climate fot Innovation I lo 57 53-32 -- .

.

. Work Satisfaction ,34 38 37 31 38 ..

00'; 7. . Training Effectiveness .,48 46. 57 51. 47 4/ ..

47 Performance Feedback 51 4f 55 32 53 32 49

i

9. EEO Women , 32 26 22 13 23 14 22 2 7-

1 \10. EEO Minority ,Program 23 19 22 06 21 18 17 IS SO --

,
.

,

et.

,9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 or 20 .21 22, 23 24 25 '..

I.
11. Opportunity for Pripotions. 50 3 139 33 45. 38 44 46 29 16 -- ,

0

12., Downward Communication 59 13 . 58 52 52 40 61 53 27. 20 47 -,

I 1.-

13. Upward CoMmuniCation 62 50 51 41 60 .3 52 5.3 '30111 54 66 ...

14. Satisfactionlith Pay . 24 14 14 17 14 1 21. IS 11 08 36 23 24 -- .0'>

\

15. Morale mir .57 50 54 44 53 48 SO 46 25 ,18 .56 55 57 28 -.

1. Physicaf Working ConditiOns 74 21 21 24 23 27 . 19 13 07 19 26 27 19 35 --
, 4 ,

17.. Co-Worker Cooperation 50 48 51 38 511 30 41 36

.

21 17). 31 45 42 11 54 20 .

0 fOperational Efficiency 38 49'654 39 52 39 43 33 19 23 26 '42 36 05. 48 .20 62

49 Wliclad alanee . 15 11 11 23 06 06 18 M 01 :-.03 14 15 14 20 20. 13 10 .03

,

..,..

,20: Onderstaffing Responses -08 .06,=05 -17 00 03 .12 02 05 -08 -08,11.07 -20 -12 -12,-05 02 -83

Ill. # OverStaffing Responses: .11 -09 43 -11 -11 .18 -13 -13 -06 -08 -13 -12' 06 .12 00 -12 -14 -09 -36

. 2 ,Z

' 22, Admin/Prof . 1 other . 2 -04 .12 ,05 21 -18 -014)i -07g:11 -12 49 ,02 705 00 -08 -09 -07 .05 07 -07 00 --

23. Minority . 1. other . 2 A2. OS 63 -06 05 OS 024 11, 35 IZ 01 02 10 os 05 03 07 00 0 It0_7042__

9 8. 24. Supervisor . 1 other . 2 =10.12. op 04 .21 -11 -03 .08 -11 -0940°5 6 113 -OS -13 .05 48 -06 06 -09 05 27 -05 --

25. Organization Level
,

-05 -IS .0 -14 43:08,-11 00 04 043 -08 -09 -10 -1 -17 -08.,11 .07 08 .04' 0042 18

Note: all decimals have been omitted.

'("_;c d.e7;.' ,,,76.5-.


